Annual town report. Haverhill, New Hampshire. 2003. by Haverhill Town Representatives
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The 2003 Haverhill Annual report is dedicated to two long-time
Haverhill residents, Paul and the late Muriel Lamott.
Mrs. Lamott passed away on March 23, 2003.
They both had distinguished careers prior to their retirement;
Paul was a long-time elected legislator in the New Hampshire
House of Representatives and Muriel served as the Haverhill
School Nurse for 30 years.
Paul was a graduate of Woodsville High School, Class of 1 934
and worked at the Grafton County Home in North Haverhill.
He joined the US Army in January 1941 and later saw combat
in five different World War Two theatres of operation including,
Anzio, Sicily, Casablanca, Algiers and Naples and several other
war zones. He returned to Haverhill in 1 946. Paul, who is also a
licensed plumber, was elected to the legislature in 1 970 and served
a total of 30 years. He was known and respected as the "Dean of
The House." Few had served longer than Paul Lamott, who had
gained a reputation for good service to the residents of the
Northcountry. He also served his Town of Haverhill as the Civil
Defense Director and was a 20-year Supervisor of the Check List.
Muriel was graduated from the Haverhill Academy in 1934 and
began her nursing training at Cottage Hospital in Woodsville. She
transferred to the Elliott Hospital School of Nursing in Manchester
and was graduated in 1937. She was employed as a Registered Nurse
at the Grafton County Home from 1937 until she joined the US
Army Nurses Corps in 1945. She returned home and rejoined the
County Home Nursing staff until 1950, when she was asked to be
the School Nurse in Haverhill. She retired from that post in 1982,
but continued to work weekend nights at the County Home for the
next 10 years.
Paul and Muriel were married in November 1938. A daughter,
Janice, was bom in October 1946.
Both of these good people served their community, their state and
nation. Paul was always ready to assist a constituent who needed help,
Muriel always ready to offer advice and comfort to the ill.





This 2003 town report is dedicated to a local couple who,
thankfully, are still very much with us. Katharine and Dr.
Edwin Blaisdell have been active members of our
community for many years. Both are graduates of Cornell
University. They ran a successful animal hospital in North
Haverhill and continue to board animals for the Town.
Katharine (Kay) has written several very popular books on
the history of the area. She remains active in the Haverhill
Historical Society and was a charter member of the Heritage
Commission ofthe Town. Kay now enjoys gardening,
directing the church choir and her numerous grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.
Dr. Blaisdell (Doc, Ed), a legendary veterinarian, is now
retired and enjoys ice fishing, hunting and caring for his
Christmas tree farm. He still attends most Lion's Club
meetings and fund raising events. He remains a great
storyteller and has entertained many of us with amusing
recollections of practicing veterinary medicine over the
years. He tells the story that once, when responding to an
emergency call at the higalls farm, he was greeted by Clark
Ingalls with "What are you doing here, I called for a
veterinarian". Ed maintains an extensive collection of old
farm tools, which he proudly displays at local events.
Ed and Kay have also collected a large quantity of old
photographs which are an excellent record of the history
of the Town of Haverhill and surrounding area.
We hope that Ed and Kay will be with us for many more
years to come.













































































































Robert A. Maccini, Chair
Lynn W. Wheeler, Vice Chairman















Zoning Board of Adjustment:
Dean Memorial Airport
Commission:
Rev. Steve Seminerio, Chairman
Robert J. Rutherford, Secretary
Steven Lang Everett Sawyer
Howard Thayer
Linda C. Smith George Cataldo
James E. Graham Shirley Cobb





Joel Dupuis, Vice Chairman
Sam Roudebush Doug Henson
Margaret Ohimann Joel Godston
Lynn Wheeler, Selectboard Representative
Alternates:












Scott Edwards, Chaimnan James Graham
Rev. Steve Seminerio Clifford English
Gary S. Hatch, Selectboard Representative
Denys Draper, Clerk
James Fortier, Airport Manager Dr. Gerald Lyons, Chair
Robert Huminski, Vice Chair
Dennis & Martha Cunningham, Secretaries
Joel Godston Harry Haskins Ron Fournier Whitey Mitchell
Heather McDanolds & Joshua Torrey-Student Reps.
Alan Hammond, Selectboard Representative
Assoc. Members: Dave Wheeler Winston Currier
Peter Saladino Everett Rowley
Janice Hatch, Chair Mary DeRosia, Vice Chair
Leonard Wood Dianne Rappa Peter Conrad
Gary Scruton Bartsara Dutile David Joslin Kurt Davis
John S. Cobb, Selectboard Representative
Ruth Wellington, Chair Lois Henson, Vice Chair
Shirley Cobb Wayne Mitchell Carolyn Byrne
Bruce Simonds Sr. Christina Cronin Jane Darby
Marilyn Seminerio
Gary S. Hatch, Selectboard Representative
Dianna Ash Lee Kryger Ann Joy
Shiriey Cobb Pam Murphy Frank O'Malley
Mike Dannehy Reita Jones Camille Wharey
Jean Chamberiln
Karen Griswold, Co-Chair Velma Ide, Co-Chair
Frances Krauss David Heintz Carol LaBarron
Eleanor Ingbretson Susan Kinne George Boveroux
Anne Marie Godston, Chairman Jean Conklin, Secretary
Nancy Leitner, Vice Chairman Michael Severino
Scott Simano, Chairman Mike Conrad Dianne Ingalls
Howard Hatch Richard Fabrizio Bruce H. Simonds
Pamela English Howard Evans Richard McDanolds
Larry Corey David Keith
Mark Abrams Don Bazzell
Peter Conrad Ron Willoughby
Richard Guy Richard Fabrizio





Keith Darby Margaret Ohimann
Michael Severino Scott Edwards
Richard McDanolds
James Graham
Raymond S. Burton, Executive Council
Carl Johnson, State Senator
Robert Giuda, State Representative
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Town of Haverhill, Common Fund
MS - ? December 2003
PRINCIPAL - Acer # 5233000205 INCOME Acer # 5233000205
YTD TOTALS BALANCE YTD TOTALS BALANCE TOTAL
BALANCE PRINCIPAL BALANCE INCOME PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL NEW GAN/ YEAR END INCOME %%%% TRANS/ YEAR END & INCOME




Sucbs & Sena: 6,318.66 13,36 0,00 (21.93) 6.310,29 3,496.23 0,0162 332 74 (300.00) 3,528.98 9,839.25
Nen F. BuTTtngton ColtBge HoipBal Stooa t Bonoj 2,549.05 5.39 0.00 (8,85) 2,545,59 3,978.07 0.0065 134.23 0.00 4,112.30 6,657.89
LesUe Lackie ElBclronleiSeholB siocwaBoMs 2.391.99 5,06 0.00 (8.30) 2,398,75 2,010,61 0.0061 125.96 (141.07) 1,995,49 4,384.24
19SE Winnifred Moran FKb Dill Beaulir Stocks & GwiK 63,271,11 20,13381 00 (221.33) 83,183,59 461,60 0.2130 3.547.33 0.00 4.008.93 87,192.52
Silas Bartletl Fund Flower FuniJ SiocH & GonOi 125.50 0,27 0.00 (0,44) 125.33 10,17 0.OD03 B.61 (7.40) 9.38 134.71
KeHh Famham Flower Fund Snjcn&BorvK 125.50 0.27 0.00 (0,44) 125.33 10.17 0.0003 6,61 (7,40) 9.38 134.71
MaryE-Guillette Flower Funa SracteiBwvlj 125.50 27 0.00 (0.44) 125.33 10.17 0003 6.61 (7,40) 9.38 134.71
William H. Ingalls Flower Fund Siocio & Bornh 251.02 0.53 0.00 (0.87) 250.66 20.35 0,0006 13.22 (14.80) 18,76 269,44
James Glazier Flower Fund StoctaaEwdi 125.50 0,27 00 (0.44) 125-33 10.08 0.0003 6,61 (7,40) 9.29 134.62
James Battis Lot Flower Fund aotWiBondi 125.50 027 0.00 (0.44) 125-33 10.17 O.O0O3 6,61 (7 40) 9,38 134,71
IM/74 Carroll & Irene Ingalls Flower Fund siDctaiBondi 376,54 0.80 0.00 (1.31) 376,03 30.53 0.0010 19.63 (22,21) 29 15 404.18
inm Lawrence Butson Flower Fund StocttlBti™): 251.02 53 0,00 (0,67) 250,68 20.35 0.0006 1322 (14.80) 18 76 269.44
mm GoldJ Kennedy Flower Fund SinirialGond-. 251,02 0.53 0.00 (0.87) 250-68 20,35 0.0006 13.22 (14,80) 18,76 269.44
e/i/73 Raymond Lot #75 Flower Fund SioctalBond; 376.50 0.60 0.00 (1.31) 375.99 30.53 0,0010 19 83 (22 21) 28.15 404.14
e/16/75 Emma M. Annis noWMFund SiDc>=&B[i™fi 376,50 0.60 0.00 (1.31) 375-99 30.53 0,0010 19.83 (22,21) 28.15 404,14
1974 Dr 4 Mrs WE Lawrence Flower Fund Slacks a Bonot 376,50 O.BO 0,00 (1.31) 375.99 30.53 0.0010 19,83 (22.21) 28.15 404,14
i9ei Roy F. Kimball Flower Fund Siodo&Booaj 376.50 O.BO 0.00 (1.31) 375.99 30.53 0.0010 19.93 (22.21) 26.15 404.14
1961 Roy F. Kimball Flowers 4 StUTin- SioculBwai 764.73 I 62 0.00 (2.65) 76369 1.099.45 0.0020 40 27 0-00 1,139.71 1,903 40
isee FJIllan Fund Good cntzen Awar Srocksi Bonds 1,202.01 2.54 0.00 (4,17) 1,200.38 390.25 0.0031 63.29 (50.00) 403.54 1,603,92
19GI Roy F, Kimball Haverhlfl Red Croi ScDcuiEond-. 631.04 1,33 00 (2.19) 630.18 77 45 0016 33,23 (37,22) 73 46 703.64
Mary D. Carbee Hoipdal SiodaaSoodj 509.80 1 09 00 (1.77) 509.11 795.57 0013 26,84 0,00 822 41 1,331.53
John Oeirter Locke ImptDvemenl Prtie SiocteiBond-. 625.49 1.32 0.00 (2-17) 625.64 273,64 0.0016 32.99 0,00 306 63 932.27
John Dexter Locke LBimPrtEe SrectalBonai 1,504.99 318 0.00 (5.22) 1,502.95 90,11 0.0038 79,25 (88.76) 80.60 1,583.54
Kate McKean Johnson Ubrery 5iocki&B»ml= 637.26 1.35 00 (2.21) 636.40 994.51 0016 33,56 0,00 1.029,07 1,664.46
Haverhill Library Assoc Library SiDctelSoodt 11,463.91 24 24 0.00 (39.79) 11,448,27 17,663.01 0.0293 603.66 0.00 18,266 66 29,714.93
1977 Haverhill Lib Assoc Library EwcialSonOi 1,959.63 3.93 0,00 (6.46) 1,957.31 3,126 52 0,0048 97,93 0,00 3,224,45 5,081.76
John Oeirter Locke Llbrery Booki £iOi*= » Gond: 1.274,52 2,70 0,00 (4.42) 1,272,79 1,989.01 0033 67.11 0.00 2.056.12 3,328.01
1961 Roy F. KImban No Maverhin Ubrt SiocWtBond* 637.26 1 35 0,00 (2 21) 636.40 36,50 0016 3356 0.00 70.06 706 45
Cemetety Funds PerpeluBl CBie SiotttSaocvJi 171,118.17 5,272.24 00 (610,95) 175,779.46 46,667,56 0,4500 9,268.68 (10,000.00) 46,156.24 221,935.69
19C1 Roy f. Kimball RolaryClub SiocxjiBonw 631. B5 1.34 0,00 (2.19) 630.99 124 39 0.0016 33,27 (37.26) 120 41 751.40
Orcutl Fund Seholarjfilp Swd-siBwWs 22,413 20 47.40 0,00 (77,80) 22,382.80 2,431.59 0.0573 1,180.22 (1.321.87) 2,289,94 24,672.74
Sgl. James Jackson Scholanhip SBcksiBonai 125,47 0,27 0.00 (0,44) 125-30 9,39 0,0003 6.61 (7.40) 8,59 13389
1974 KendaO F.Beaton Mem. Seholanhip SiocH* Bonds 1,276.35 2,70 0.00 (4,44) 1,276,61 736,82 0033 67.31 (75.39) 728,75 2,005.36
EdM M. Merrill Scholanhip Haver SiocUl Bends 5.02999 10.64 0.00 (17,46) 5,023.17 685.04 0129 264.87 (296,66) 653.25 5,678.42
Haverhill Conservation Com. Scholarship siock: ft Sondj 6.783.86 14,35 0.00 (23-55) 6,774,66 4,331 77 0,0173 357.22 0.00 4,688,99 11,463 65
i99e Richard G. Kinder Memorial Fund Foreit Sioei-slBundi 9.1B6.73 10,43 (56.09) (32.04) 9,118.03 (143 28) 0.0233 482.46 (353 34) (1414) 9,103.89
1997 Catherine E. Nevmian Scholanhip Siucn&Bonas 31,307.92 68.21 0.00 (108.67) 31,265.46 2,343,06 0,0600 1.646.60 (1,84646; 2,145.20 33,410.66
Joseph A. Lavoie Vo-Tech ScnoiarjWp siocW&6*nas 5,22857 11,06 0.00 (18.15) 5,22148 463 68 0,0134 275,32 (200.00) 539.00 5.76048
1999 Cart Sawyer Memorial Fund SiocHiQondi 743.31 1,57 0.00 (2,58) 742.30 55 63 0.0019 3914 (43.84) 5003 793 23
1999 Paul Tucker Scholarship SeholertWp SioeW I. Bondt 2,710.62 5,73 0.00 (9.41) 2.706 94 202,86 0.0069 142.73 (150,87) 19573 2.892.67
1999 Grace Thayer Hallock Memorial Stocn S Bonds 1.722.90 364 0.00 (5.98) 1,720 57 320 04 0.0044 90 72 (25.00) 385.77 2.106 33
1999 Monica SmHh Memorial Fund SiDcU&Bondi 522.25 1,10 0,00 (1.81) 521.54 39 08 0013 27.50 (30.80) 35 78 557 33
2001 Dean Memorial Aviation 7,956.91 492,17 (80.71) (27.56) 8,332.81 111 29 0.0213 433.22 (111.29) 433.22 8,766.03
2003 Muriel Lamolt Memorial Fund Scholanhip 5iocn iBonai
TOTAL TOTAL
0.00 21000 00 0,09 210 09 0,00 0005 6 98 00 6 88 216.97
365,665.98 26,369.01 (144 80) (1.267,95) 390.802 24 95.34589 1 .0000 19,748 54 (15,318 66) 99,775 75 490,377 99
34
Town of Haverhill, Capital Reserve Funds
MS - 9 December 2003
PRINCIPAL INCOME
DATE TRUST NAME ACCT# PURPOSE INVSTD
MmM Capital Improvement 5334002321 capital Reserve stocks & Bonds
I'tosm School District 5334002319 Caprtat Reserve Stacks & Bonds
"li^KHin Revaluation 5334002247 Capital Reserve Stocks & Bonds
^ttarm Parks & Recreation 5334003294 Capital Reserve stocks & Bonds
vlnnm Mtn Lakes Water Dept Surplus 5334002323 capital Reserve stocks & Bonds
"itXfM Mtn Lakes Recreational 5334002320 capital Reserve stocks & Bonds
•'f"»i'' Mtn Lakes Facility Improvement 5334002822 capital Reserve stocks & Bonds
x"^")*'" Haverhill/Bath Covered Bridge Exp 5334003430 capital Reserve stocks & Bonds
^f*!^^^ Vehicle 5334002324 Capital Reserve Stocks & Bonds
YTD TOTALS BALANCE
BALANCE PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL NEW GAIN/ YEAR END
01/01/03 FUNDS EXPEND LOSS DEC
23,846.99 10,000.00 0.00 0.00 33,846.99
19,983.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 19,98323
1,000.00 30,000,00 0.00 0.00 31.000 00
34,269.77 2,000.00 (1,923 47) 0.00 34,346 30
7,359.49 16,396.00 0.00 000 23,755 49
11,016.12 0.00 00 0.00 11,016.12
7,27392 0.00 0.00 000 7,27392
18,050.83 64,135.57 (64,939.46) 000 17,246.94
27,546.06 10,000.00 (30,912.06) 0,00 6,634.00

































































TRUST NAME PURPOSE INVSTD
Haverhill Academy
1996 Commemorative Library School District usgovimma
1997 Special Education
1977 Building Maintenance
School District us Govt MMA
School District US Govl MMA
Haverhill Cooperative School
1 999 District School District us Gov't MMA
TOTAL
PRINCIPAL - ACCT # 5334002385
YTD TOTALS BALANCE
BALANCE PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL NEW GAIN/ YEAR END
01/01/03 FUNDS EXPEND LOSS DEC
128,991.55 0.00 (11,115.15) 0.00 117,876.40
177,500.00 37,083.00 (42,924.16) 0.00 171,658.84
70,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 70,000.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
376,491.55 37,083.00 (54,039.31) 0.00 359.535.24
36
I
Town of Haverhill, Expendable Trust
MS - 9 December 2003
INCOME - ACCT # 5334002385
YTD TOTALS BALANCE
BALANCE INCOME
INCOME %%%% TRANS/ YEAR END
01/01/03 DEC INCOME EXPEND DEC
36,973.37 0.3279 1,344.92 (23,884.85) 14,433.43
24,934.59 0.4774 1.832.12 (48,075.84) (21,309.03)
7.693.03 0.1947 776.76 0.00 8,469.79
0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00
69,601,09 1.0000 3,953.79 (71,950.69) 1.594.19
espectfully SubmiyCted,
-€^/ e
ames E. Graham, Treasurer
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To the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Havcrliill, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanymg general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Haverhill, New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31, 2002, as listed m the table of
contents. These general purpose financial slalemenls are the responsibility of the Town of Haverhill,
New Hampshire's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
financial statements based on our audit.
Wc conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
Slates of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Goveniment Amiiling
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United Stales. Those standards require Ihat we plan
and perfomi the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are flee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a lest basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for oui opinion.
As more fully described in Nole I, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do
not include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be included
in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United Slates of America. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
As described in Note 1, the Town has recognized lax revenues of $505,794 in its General Fund
which were not received in cash within sixty days of year end as required by accounting principles
generally accepted in the United Stales of America (GASH inteipretation 3). Town officials believe, and
we concur, that the application of this accounling principle, which would result in a decrease of the
undesignated General Fund balance from $122,683 lo ($383,1 1 1), would give a misleading impression of
the Town's ability to meet its ciinent and future ubligalions,
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the omission
described in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements refened lo above present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of llic Town of Haverhill, New Hampshire, as of December
31, 2002 and the results of its operations and cash flows of its non-expendable liusl funds for the year
then ended in conformity with accounling principles generally accepted in llie United Stales of America.
Administrative Assistant-Jo Lacaillade
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In accordance wilh Covcrnmuiii Audiliiig Slaiulards, wc have also issued our report dated June
IS, 2003 on our consideration of the Town of Haverhill, New Hampshire's internal control over financial
reporting and our tests of Its compliance wilh certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants.
That report is an mtcgral part of an audit pcrfonTicd in accordance with Government Aiiililins Standards
and should be read m conjunction witii this report in considering the results of our audit.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of formnig an opimon on the general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Haverhill, New Hampshire taken as a whole. The combining financial
statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and arc not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Haverhill, New
Hampshire. The accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards is presented for pui-poses of
additional analysis as required by U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Andils of
Stales. Load GovernineiUs, and Nvn-Profil Orgumzutiona, and is not a required part of the general
purpose financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material
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[XHIBn B
TUWN OF II.U^RIilLL, NKV- llAMPSHfRE
Cambiiii.'cl Slaicnicnt of Revenues, ExpciulilurK and Gianges in Fund Sabnccs
All Govcnimcntal Fund Typn attd ExpcnJjblc Trust Funds
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EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Slalenieiit of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual (Budgelary Basis) - General Fund
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EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW IIAMPSIilRC
CombinuJ Siaioiicnt of Rcviaiucs, Expenses jnd Ouuigcs m Fund Uuliiiiccs
All Non-E:(pi.fid3blc Tmsi i-unds




G 131)15 and un-ards
Aduiinisiialivc expenses
Total c^icraiing expenses




Income before operating Iransfeis
Opcraiiiig Transrcrs: j
Operating uansrer out - Caiu;iu«y Association Fum]
Net ineomc
Fund Balance - January I
Fund Balance - December 3 J
EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined SiaicmEnl of Casli Rows
All Non-Expendable Trust Funds
For the Year Ended December 31 , 2002
Cash Flows from Opcraiing Activities:
InvcstnKni income
Cash paid to suppliers
No Cash Provided by Operaimg Activities
Cash Flows from Nimcapiial Financing Activities;
Operating transfer out - Cemeioy Associaiitni Fund
Ncl Cash Used lor Noncapital Financing Aciivilics
Cash Flows from Capital and RckitoJ Financing Activities;
Bequests
Ncl Cash Provided by Capital and Related Financing Activities
Cash Flow^ from Invcsiing Activities:
Net (increase) decrease in invcsUncnt securities
Ncl Cash Provided (Used) for Invcsiing Activities
Net increase (decrease) in Cash and Cash Liiuivalents
Cash and Cosh Equivalents, January I
Cash and Cash Equivalents, December 3
1
Reconciliation of Net Operating Income (Loss) to Net Cash
Provided by Operating Activities:
Net operating income (loss)
Less net decrease in live fair value of investments
Net Casli Provided by Opcraiing Activities
Supplemental disclosure ofnon-cash transactions;










































TOWN OF HAVERHILL, ^fEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2002
NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of Ihe Town of Haverhill, New Hampshire conform to accounting principles
generally accepted in the United Stales of America for local governmental units, except as indicated
hereinafter. The following is a summary of signiHcant accounting policies:
Financial Reportiiif,' Entity
The Town of Haverhill, New Hampshire (the "Town") was incoiporated in 1763. The Town operates
under a Town MeetingTfown Manager fomi of government and performs local governmental functions
authorized by State law.
The accompanying financial statements of the Town present Ihe financial position of the various fund
tjTJes and account groups, the results of operations of the various fund types, and the slalenicnt of cash
flows for the non-expendable trust funds.
The financial statements include those of the various departments governed by tlie Board of Selectmen
and other elected officials with financial responsibility. The Town has no organizational units, which
meet the criteria for inclusion in the financial statements as defined by the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board.
Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds and account groups, each of which is
considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate
set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund balances, revenues, and
expenditures/expenses. Accordingly, interfund receivables and payables have not been eliminated. The
various funds are sununarized by tyj^e in Ihe financial statements. Individual funds and account groups
summarized in the financial statements are classified as follows:
Governmental Funds
Governmental Funds are those through which most governmental Atnctions of the Town are financed.
The acquisition, use and balances of the Town's expendable financial resources and the related liabilities
are accounted for through governmental fiinds.
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town. It is used to account for all
financial resources except those required to be accounted for in another fund.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for specific restricted revenues and
expenditures. The Haverhill Cemetery Association, Mildred W. Page Fund, Community Development
Block Grant, and D.A.R.E. Fund are accounted for as Special Revenue Funds.
_1Z22J
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TOWN Of HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENliRAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1 . 2002
NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Capital Projects Fumls - Capital Project Funds arc used to account for rinancial resources to be used for
the acquisition or conslruclion of major capital facilities and equipment. The Sewer Line Project Fund is
accounted for as a Capital Projects Fund.
Fiduciary Funds
Asscls are held by ihe Town m a fiduciai^ capacity or as an agent for individuals, private organizations,
other governmental units, and/or other funds for various purposes. Receipts and expenditures arc
govcined by statutes, local law, ur terms of the gift.
Trust Fundi - Trust funds include expendable and non-expendable funds. Non-expendable trust funds
arc accounted for and reported as proprietary funds, smce capital maintenance is critical. Expendable
trust funds (Capilal Reserve Funds and the Havcrhill/Balh Covered Bridge Expendable Trust Fund) are
accounted for in essentially the same manner as governmental funds.
Accouni Groups
Account groups arc not funds; they do not reflect available financial resources and related liabilities, but
are accounting records of general fixed assets and general long-term obligations, respectively. The
following IS a description of the account groups of the Town.
General Fixed Asset Account Group - The Town does not record the acquisition of fixed assets in the
General Fixed Asset Account Group, as required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United Slates of America. Fixed assets acquired or constructed for general government services are
recorded as expenditures in the fund making tlie expenditures. Funds used to acquire fixed assets and/or
debt service payments on borrowings in connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the
year payments are made.
General Lonj-'Tenn Debt Account Group
General Long-Term Debt Account Group.
The Town accounts for its long-term obligations in Ihe
Total Columns uii Combined Financial Statements
Total columns on the combined statements are captioned "Memorandum Only" to indicate that they are
presented only lo facilitate financial analysis Data in these columns do nut present financial position,
results of operations, or cash flows in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in Ihe
United States of America.
Basis ofAccounlinj'
Ihe accrual basis of accounting is used for the non-expendable trust funds. The measurement focus of
these funds is determination of net income, financial position, and cash Hows ("capital maintenance"
focus).
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STA lEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
The modified accrual basis of accounting is followed by the governmental funds. Under the modified
accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recorded when susceptible to accrual, i.e., both measurable and
available. Available means collectible within the cuiTcnt period or soon enough theicafter to be used lo
pay liabilities of the current period. Expenditures, other than intcjest on long-term debt, are recorded
when the liability is incunxd, if measurable.
hi applying the susceptible lo accrual concept lo intcrgovenimeiital revenues, the legal and contiaclual
requirements of the numerous individual progiums are used as guidance. There are, however, essentially
two types of revenues. In one, monies must be expended on the specific puqiose or project before any
amounts will be paid to flie Town; Iherefoje. revenues are recognized based upon the expenditures
recorded. In ihe other, monies are virtually unrestricted as lo purpose of expenditure and are usually
revocable only for failure to comply with prescribed compliance requirements. These resources are
reflected as revenues at the time of receipt or earlier if Ihe susceptible to accrual criteria are met.
Licenses and pennils, charges for services, and miscellaneous revenues (except investment earnings) are
recorded as revenues when received in cash because they are generally not measurable until actually
received. Investment earnings are recorded as earned, since they aie measurable and available. (See
Property Ttues for property lax accrual policy.)
During the course of normal operations, the Town lias numerous transactions between funds, including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets, and service debt. The
accompanying governmental and fiduciary funds financial statements reflecl such transactions as
transfers.
Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted, in
the United States of America require management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain
reported amounts and disclosures. Accordingly, actual results may differ from those estimates.
Significant estimates include the allowance for uncollectible receivables,
Budgetary Data
The Town budget represents departmental appropriations as authorized by annual or special Town
meetings. The Selectmen may iransfer funds bcLwecn operating categories as lliey deem nccessaiy. The
Town adopts its budget under regulations of the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration,
which differ somewhat from accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America,
Budgets for capital projects funds are adopted in the year the project is authorized and may extend over
multiple accounting periods. The budget presented for reporting purposes has been reclassified as
follows:
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TOWN OF HAVERiULL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
Deccmbci 31,2002
NOTE 1-SlIMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Total appropriations voled al Match 12, 2002
Town Meeting
Timing DifTcreiiccs:
Cunlinued appropriations - Di:ccnibcr 3 1 , 200
1
Conlinucd approprialions - December 31, 2002




The Town does not budget for expenditures of the Cemetery Association Fund, Mildred W. Page Fund,
and D.A.R.E. Fund. Budgets for llie Community Development Block Grant Funds are adopted and
maintained on the basis of grant conditions. Consequently, the accompanying general purpose financial
statements present budget and actual data only for tlic General Fund.
State law requires balanced budgets but permits the use of beginning fund balance to reduce the property
tax rate. For the year ended December 31, 2002, the Town applied $80,000 of its beginning
undesignated fund balance to reduce the tax rate.
Reconciliation ofExhibit C to Exhibit B
Revenues and expenditures as shown on the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund
Balance - Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund (Exliibit C) are reported on the basis
budgeted by the Town. Those amounts differ from those reported in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United Stales of America in the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances - All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust
Funds (Exhibit B) due to accrued payroll, compensated absences amounts budgeted on a "pay as you go"
basis, and capital leases as follows:
Per Exhibit C
Accrued pajToll - December 31, 2001
Accrued payroll - December 3 1 , 2002
Compensated absences payable December 31, 2001
Compensated absences payable - December 3 1 , 2002
Capital lease equipment
Per Exliibit B
Assets, Liabilities and Fund Equity
Statement of Cash Flows - Cash for the statement of cash flows purposes is defined as demand deposits
and money market accounts. A reconciliation for non-expendable trust funds is as follows:
Revenues Expenditures
and Traiisfers and Transrcrs






$ 2,367.278 $ 2,332,601
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 1--SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
Total Cash - Fiduciary Fund Types
Total investments in money market finids
Less investments in money market funds
held by the Expendable Tmst Funds





Investments - Investments are stated at their fair value. Certificales of deposit with a maturity greater
than ninety days from the date of issuance are included as investments.
Taxes Receivable - Property taxes levied for 2002 and prior are recorded as receivables net of an
allowance for estimated uncollectible taxes of $100,000.
Tax Deeded Property - The Town has acquired several tracts of land over the years for non-payment of
real estate taxes through deeds issued by the Tax Collector. The Town does not record these assets
acquired on its financial statements. The Town may either offer these properties to the original owner
for the amount of unpaid taxes or auction Ihem to the highest bidder.
Due to Other Goveruments - At December 31, 2002, the balance of the property tax appropriation due to
the Haverhill Cooperative School District was $1,416,547.
Revenues, Expenditures and Expenses
Property Taxes - The Town's property taxes, due semi-aimually on July I, 2002 and December 14, 2002,
are levied based on the assessed value as of the prior April 1st ($188,965,533 as of April 1, 2002) for all
taxable real property. Taxes paid af^er the due dates accrue interest at 12% per annum. Current tax
collections were 89.9% of the tax levy.
The Town collects taxes for Haverhill Cooperative School District, Grafton County, and Woodsville,
Haverhill Comer, North Haverhill, and Mountain Lakes Precincts, which are remitted to them as required
by law. The Town also collects Slate of New Hampshire Education taxes, which are remitted directly to
the school district. Total taxes appropriated during the year were $3,766,547, $292,250, $123,668,
$51,598, $19,316, and $220,205 for the Haverhill Cooperative School District, Grafton County, and
Woodsville, Haverhill Comer, North Haverhill, and Moimtain Lakes Precincts, respectively. These taxes
are not recognized as revenues in these financial statements. The Town bears responsibility for
uncollected taxes,
Under State law, the Tax Collector obtains tax liens on properties for which taxes remain unpaid in the
following year after the taxes are due, for the amount of unpaid taxes, interest and costs. These priority
tax liens accrue interest at 1 8% per annum. If the property is not redeemed within a two year redemption
period, the property is tax deeded to the Town.
The net 2002 receivables expected to be collected subsequent to March 1, 2003 of $505,794 have been
recognized as tax revenues in the General Fund, which is not in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America. Town officials have decided that compliance with
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TOWN OF HAVEEIHILU NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31, 2002
NOTE l-SUMMARV OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
accounliiig principles generally accepted in Ihe United States of America (GASB Interpretation 3), which
would reduce undesignated General Fund balance from $122,683 to ($383,111), could make these
finaneia! statements misleading, due to the limited sixty day revenue recognition period after year end.
This underslatemcnt might give the user of these financial statements a misleading impression about the
Town's ability to meet its current or future obligations.
Under existing State laws, the Town will either receive full payment or acquire legal ownership of
property in lieu of payment in 2005. Prior history indicates that a substantial portion of overdue taxes are
paid before this date.
Accrued yaculion and Sick Leave - Employees may accumulate sick leave days at a rale of 1.25 per
month, cumulative to a maximum of 40 days, but are not entitled to a lump sum cash payment with the
exception of death or retirement. An employee is eligible for twenty-five percent of accumulated sick
leave upon death or retirement. The estimated value of accumulated siek leave at December 31, 2002 is
$10,882 and has been recorded in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group. Employees earn
vacation at ten to twenty days per year dependent on length of service. Accrued/unused vacation and
holiday pay of $23,399 has been included as a liability in the General Fund in these financial statements.
Residual Equity Transfer - During the year, the D.A.R.E. Fund was closed. Transfer of this balance is
accounted for as a residual equity transfer.
NOTE 2~STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
As of December 3 1 , 2002, the Sewer Line Capital Projects Fund was in a deficit position in the amount
of $20,626. The Town has authorized and unissued debt in the amount of $18,140 for the funding if the
sewer line project (see Note 5). The Town's management intends to transfer funds from the General
Fund to offset any additional deficit.
NOTE 3-RISK MANAGEMENT
The Town is exposed to various risks of losses related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of
assets; errors and omissions, injuries lo employees; and natural disasters. During 2002, the Town was a
member of the New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc. (NHMA-
PLITj and the New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (PRIMEX). The Town currently
reports all of its risk management activities in its Genera! Fund, These Trusts are classified as "Risk
Pools" in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United Slates of America.
The Tiust agreements permit the Trust lo make additional assessments lo members should there be a
deficiency in Trust assets to meet ils liabililies. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United
Slates of America require members of pools with a sharing of risk lo determine whether or not such
assessment is probable and, if so, a reasonable estimate of such assessment. At this lime, ihe Trusts
foresee no likelihood of an additional assessment for any of the past years.
Claims expenditures and liabilities arc reported when it is probable that a loss has occurred and the
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31, 2002
NOTE 2-RlSK MANAGEMEN'^ (CO.'' TINUED)
amount of that loss can be reasonably estimated. These losses include an estimate of claims that have
been incurred but not reported. Based on the best available information there is no liability at December
31,2002.
New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc.
The NHMA-PLIT is a Trust organized to provide certain property and liability insurance coverages lo
member towns, cities, and other qualified political subdivisions of New Hampshire. As a member of the
NHMA-PLIT, the Town ofJ^averhill shares in contributing to the cost of and receiving benefits from a
self-insured pooled risk management program. The program includes a Self Insured Retention from
which is paid up to $500,000 for each and every covered property, crime and/or liability loss that exceeds
$1,000.
New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange
PRIMEX was organized to provide statutory worker's compensation coverage to member towns, cities,
and other qualified political subdivisions ofNew Hampshire. ITie Trust is self-sustaining through annual
member premiums and provides coverage for the statutorily required workers' compensation benefits and
employer's liability coverage up to $2,000,000. The program includes a Loss Fund from which is paid up
to $500,000 for each and every covered claim.
NOTE 3~CASH AND INVESTMENTS
The Town's investment policy for Governmental Fund Types requires that deposits and investments be
made in New Hampshire based financial institutions that are participants in one of the federal depository
insurance programs. The Town limits its deposits to money market investment accounts in accordance
with New Hampshire State law (RSA 41:29) or the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool
(NHPDIP), an external investment pool. Responsibility for the investments of the Trust Funds.is with the
Board of Trustees, who has employed professional banking assistance in accordance with New
Hampshire slate law (RSA 3 1 :38a).
The NHPDIP is not registered with the United Slates Securities and Exchange Commission as an
investment company. The NHPDIP was created by slate law and is administered by a public body of
slate, local and banking officials.
At year end, the carrying amount of the Town's deposits was $399,803 and the bank balance was
$523,741, Of the bank balance, $110,742 was covered by federal depository insurance and $412,999 was
uninsured and uncollateralized.
The Town's investments are categorized to provide an indication of the level of risk assumed by the
Tovm of Haverhill. Category 1 includes investments that arc insured or registered or for which the
sccurilics are held by the Town or its agent in the Town's name. Category 2 includes uninsured and
unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker's or dealer's trust department or
agent in Ihe Town's name. Category 3 includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the
securities are held by the broker or dealer, or by ils trust department or agent but not in the Town's name.
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TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31. 2002
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31, 2002
NOTE 3-CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED)
Category Canying
1 2 3 Amount
U.S. Govenuncnl secucilics S 183,089 I 183.089
Coiporate bonds 135,525 135.525
Coipoiatc stock 128,376 128.376
Municipal bonds 11.205 11,205
iDvestment in NHPDIP




Investmcnls in the NHPDIP and money markcl funds are not considered susceptible to custodial credit
risk and therefore are not categorized by risk.
NOTE 4-EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLAN
New Hampshire Retirement System
Plan Description
The Town contributes to the New Hampshire Retirement System (NHRS), a cost-sharing multiple-
employer defined benefit pension plan administered by the NHRS Board of Trustees. The plan provides
service, disability, death and vested retirement allowances to plan members and beneficiaries. Benefit
provisions are established and may be amended by the New Hampshire State legislature. The NHRS
issues a publicly available financial report that includes financial statements and required supplementary
information for NHRS. That report may be obtained by writing to New Hampshire Retirement System, 4
Chenell Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03301.
Funding Policy
Covered public safety and general employees are required to contribute 9.3% or 5.0% of their covered
salary, respectively, and the Town is required to contribute at an actuarially determined rate. The Town's
contribution rates for police officers and general employees were 5.33% and 4.14%, respectively. The
Town contributes 65% of the employer cost for public safety officers employed by the Town and the
State contributes the remaining 35% of the employer cost. The Town contributes 100% of the employer
cost for general employees of the Town. On-behalf fringe benefits for police officers (GASB Statement
#24) contributed by the State of New Hampshire have not been recognized as amounts are not material to
the financial statements.
Per RSA-100:16, plan member contribution rates are established and may be amended by the New
Hampshire Stale legislature and employer contribution rates are determined by the NHRS Board of
Trustees based on an actuarial valuation. The Town's contributions to the NHRS for the years ending
December 31, 2002, 2001, and 2000 were $22,724, $19,802, and $17,572, respectively, equal to the
required conU"ibutions for each year.
NOTE 5-GENERAL LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS
Changes in Long-term Debt - The changes in long-term obligations for the year ended December 31,
2002 were as follows:
Balance - January 1 , 2002
Obligations Issued
Obligations Retired









Bond Obligations - Bonds payable at December 3 1 , 2002 is comprised of the following individual issues:
$357,624 1998 French Pond Road Bonds payable in annual
installments of $17,881 through December, 2017;
interest at 4.85% $ 268,219
$63 1 ,860 2000 Stale Revolving Loan payable in annual
installments of $47,387 through February. 2020;
including interest at 4.216% 589.490
General obligation debt is a direct obligation of the Town of Haverhill for which its full faith and credit
is pledged and is payable from taxes levied on the taxable real property of the Town.
Capital Lease Obligations - Capital lease obligations represent lease agreements entered into for the
financing of equipment acquisitions. These contracts are subject to cancellation should funds not be
appropriated to meet payment obligations. Following is the individual capital lease at December 31,
2002:
Police cruiser lease due in annual inslallmcnis of
$10,156; inclutling interest at 5.30%; tlirougli April, 2003 $ 9.644
Summary ofDebt Service Requirements to Maturity
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$ 1.225.254 5 10,156 $ 1.235.410
Authorized and Unissued Debt








Sewer Line Project Fund






The principal amounts of all non-expendable trust funds are restricted by law or specific terms of
individual bequests, in that only income earned may be expended. Principal and mcome balances at




$ 189.451 $ 46,888 $ 236.339
214,982 48,458 263.440
NOTE 8-DESIGNATED FOR SUBSEQUENT YEARS' EXPENDITURES
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended at year end arc carried forward
as continuing appropriations to the next year in which they supplement the appropriations of that year. At
year end, continuing appropriations are reported as a component of fund balance and arc detailed as
follows;
NOTE 8~DESIGNATED FOR SUBSEQUENT YEARS' EXPENDITURES (CONTINUED)
General Fund





















NOTE 9-MILDRED W. PAGE SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
The Tovm receives a portion of the trust net income from the Mildred W. Page Estate Trust, which is
designated by the trui^t instrument to be used for maintenance and improvement of public buildings
within the precinct of Haverhill Comeis. Disbursement of the funds is authorized by the Board of
Selectmen.
NOTE 10-MAJOR TAXPAYERS





New England Power Co.
Ames Department Stores, Inc.
Connecticut Valley Electric Co.
Ames Department Stores. Inc. has declared bankruptcy, Their applicable balance in taxes receivable has
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TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE




Town officials estimate thai any potential claims against the Town, which arc not covered by insurance
are immaterial and would not affect the financial position of the Town.
Communily
Cemetery Mildred W. DevelopmenI
Association Page Fund Block Grant Total
Federal Grants
The Town participates in a number of federally assisted grant programs. These programs are subject to
financial and compliance audits by the grantors or their representatives. The amounts, if any, of
expenditures which may be disallowed by the granting agency cannot be determined at this time,
although the Town expects such amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
NOTE 12- GASB STATEMENT NO. 34
In June 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) unanimously approved Statement
No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and Management 's Discussion and Analysis - for State and Local
Governments. Certain of the significant changes in the Statement include the following:
• For the first time the financial statements include:
Cash
Total Assets








A Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section providing an analysis
of the Town's overall financial position and results of operations.
o Financial statements prepared using fijll accrual accounting for all of the Town's
activities, including infrastructure.
• A change in the fund financial statements to focus on the major funds.
The general provisions of GASB Statement No. 34 must be implemented by the Tov™ Haverhill no later
than December 31, 2004. The retroactive reporting of infrastructure is encouraged, but is not required.
The Town plans to implement the general provisions of the Statement in the year ending December 31,
2004.
Total Liabilities and Fund Balai
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Schedule 2
TOWN OF HAVtRHlLL, NEW HAAIPSHIRE
Combining SlaLemcnl of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Ail Special Revenue Fund^
For Ihc Year Ended December 3 1 , 2002
Schedule 3
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE







Excess ofRevenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances • January I
Residual Equity Transfer
Fund Balances - December 3
1
Cemctciy Mildred W D.A.R.E.
Association P'BC Fund Fund Tola!
















Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures (1.657) (1.096)













Due from other governments
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Deferred revenue
















$ 4,900 $ 4,900
499,779 $ 604,883 1,104,662
17,316 17,316








$ 504,679 $ 622,199 S 1,126,878
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Schedule 4
TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Schedule of Revenues and Olher Financing Sources
Budt;el and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund
For the Year Ended December 3 1 . 2002
Taxes:
Properly taxes












Business licenses and permits
Total Licenses and Permits
Intergovcmmcntal Revenues:
State shared revenues










Total Charges for Service
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Interest on deposits
Sale of town property








Total Other Fmancing Sources









































TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Schedule of Expenditures and Other Fmajicing Uses
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund











Planning board and zoning
Legal expense
Advertising and regional association























General assistance and old age
Grafton County RSVP home patrol
Meals on Wheels
Tri-County Conimuniiy Action
White Mountain Mental Health









































TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW lUAIPSHIRE
Sclicduk of ExpcndJiurcs and Other Financing Uses
Budget and Aclual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund (Coiiiinucd)




TOWN Of HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Schedule of Expenditures of Fedcial Awards















Clark Pond Road conslruciion





Principal on long-lerm debt
[merest on long-term debt




Transfer to Capital Reserve Funds
Total Other Financing Uses

































Pass Tluougli Payments from the New Hanipshiie
Deparbiienl of Transportation
Highway Planning and Construction
WBR5-HP-STP-TE-X 0005 (332)
Total Department of Transportation
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Received Directly from the US. Treasury Department
Grants for Public Works and Economic Development
#01-01-03558
Total Department ofCommerce
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Pass Tluougli Paynieiils from the New Hampshire









Total Expenditures of Federal Awards
Set; iioiei lo sdicdulc ofexpeiuliniics offedcial awards
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TOWN OF HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL AWARDS
December 31, 2002
NOTE 1 -GENERAL
The accompanying Schedule of Expcndilures of Federal Awards presents the activity of all federal
nnancial assistance programs of the Town of Haverhill. New Hampshire. The Town of Haverhill's
reporting entity is defined in Note 1 to Uic Town's genei al purpose financial statements.
NOTE 2-U.\SIS OF ACCOUNTING
The accompanying Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards is presented using the modified accrual
basis of accounting, which is described in Note 1 to the Town's general purpose financial statements.
NOTE 3-RELATIONSHIP TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Federal financial assistance revenues have been reported as intergovernmental revenues in the Town's
general puipose fmancial statements as follows:
General Fund
Capital Projects Funds;
SevKi Line Project Fund
Tiust Funds:





Tree Removal on Briar Hill Road
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PD COST/$1 K VALUATION 1.17 $ 58.50 $ 70.20 $ 81.90 $ 93.60 $ 105.30 $ 117.00
MUNICIPAL COST/$1K 4.51 $ 225.50 $ 270.60 $ 315.70 $ 360.80 $ 405.90 $ 451.00
SCHOOL COST/$1K 16.17 $ 808.50 $ 970.20 $ 1.131.90 $ 1,293.60 $ 1,455.30 $ 1,617.00
STATE COST/$1K 4.93 $ 246.50 $ 295.80 $ 345.10 $ 394.40 $ 443.70 $ 493.00
COUNTY COST/$1K 1.53 $ 76.50 $ 91.80 $ 107.10 $ 122.40 $ 137.70 $ 153.00
TOTALS: 27.14 $ 1,357.00 $ 1,628.40 $ 1,899.80 $ 2,171.20 $ 2,442.60 $ 2,714.00
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HAVERHILL-BATH COVERED BRIDGE COMMITTEE - 2003 TOWN REPORT
The year 2003 has brought us new challenges in regard to rehabilitation of the
bridge. However, any problems have now been resolved.
There was an important meeting in September in Concord with the NH
Department of Transportation, members of the engineering firm of Hoyle, Tanner
& Associates, as well as people from the Society for the Preservation of Covered
Bridges and their engineer. Members of the Haverhill-Bath Covered Bridge
Committee were present, as were Glenn English and Alan Rutherford. The
replacement of the flooring was the bone of contention between the parties
concerned. Hoyle, Tanner came up with a new plan that would make fewer
changes to the original structure.
Happily to say, as of late December, we have been told that Jim Garvin of the NH
Division of Historic Resources has signed off on the revised engineering plan of
Hoyle, Tanner & Associates. This approval is mandatory for federal funding, and
means that after approval by the towns, we will be able to proceed with sending
out bids for rehabilitation/reconstruction of the bridge.
The year has also provided the Bridge Committee with additional funding from
donations given by individuals. Applications have been sent out applying for
grants, and the Committee has also invested in the purchase of photo postcards of
the bridge that have been on sale at several stores in Woodsville. This money will
all go toward the preservation of the bridge.
Though it seems to be taking a long time to get this bridge restored, there appears to be good progress at this point to save our
treasure. With any luck, we can see the beginning of actual work on the bridge during 2004.
Respectfully submitted,
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HOSPICE OF THE LITTLETON AREA 2003 SERVICE REPORT
HOSPICE PATIENT SERVICE BEREAVEMENT SERVICES |
# clients # vol. and staff hours #ciients
Bath 3 75 3
Bethlehem 7 169 13
Carroll (Twin Mtn.) 2
Easton 3 7 4
Franconia 5 390 10
Haverhill (Woodsville) 5 312 7
Landaff
Lincoln 1 37 1
Lisbon 5 651 6
Littleton 21 935 33
Lyman 1 629 1
Monroe
Sugar Hill 3
Woodstock 2 167 1
Out of Area Towns ( Whitefield, Dalton) 6 368 10
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Officers. Salaries & Fees 3,630.00 3,630 00 3,630.00
Employer's Share FICA 150.00 114.75 150.00
Audit & Financial Review 30,000.00 8,500.00 10,000.00
Office Supplies 250.00 277.35 250.00
Printing 250.00 388.99 250.00
Telephone 900.00 1,338.55 1,400.00
Insurance 1,600.00 827,00 1.000.00
Legal 20,000.00 13,801.01 10.000.00
P. 0. Liability Insurance 1.650.00 1,000,00 1.000.00
Sub-Total 58,430.00 29,877,65 27,680.00
Notes Outstanding
Building Loan Payment 18,000.00 4.791.83 18,000.00
Tower Truck Payment 16,890.34 4,282.41 0.00
Pool Improvement Loan 5,450.00 5,468.49 5,225.00
New LTI Tower Truck 35,003.22 29.127.10 34.000.00
Total Note Payments 75.343.56 43,669.83 57,225.00
Recreation
Community Patriotic Even 200.00 200,00 200 00
Community Field 1.500.00 1,321,49 1,500.00
Swimming Pool 0.00 0.00 0,00
Total Recreation 1,700,00 1,521.49 1,700.00
Library 6,100.00 6,100.00 6,100.00
Capital Reserve
Street Truck Replacemen 6,000.00 6,000.00 12,000.00
Fire Truck Replacement 0.00 000 0.00
Streets & Highways
Labor 67,000.00 70,259.99 72,000.00
Employer's Share FICA 5,125.50 5,626,57 5,508.00
Equipment Maintenance 8,000.00 8,003,87 8,500.00
Gas & Oil 3.500.00 5,785,94 3,500.00
New Equipment 2.500.00 458,82 2.500.00
Supplies & Materials 5,000.00 5,622.74 5,000.00
Building Fuel 700,00 700 00 700 00
Building Repairs & Maint. 300.00 90248 300.00
Insurance 9.000.00 6,67470 9.000.00
Rubbish Removal 300.00 300.00 300.00
Ice a Snow Removal 11.000.00 10.24399 11,000.00
Woodsville Fire District Budget for 2004
Cold Patch 500.00 215,04 500.00
Oiling & Sidewalk Repairs 50,000.00 45.137.95 40,000.00
Employees Benefits 12,000.00 13,865.14 14,000.00
Sand & Gravel 3,000.00 3,250,60 3,000.00
Street Signs 1,000.00 210.20 1,000.00
Equipment Rental 1,500.00 494.00 1,500.00
Street Sweeping 2,500.00 1,700,00 2,500.00
Culverts 600.00 1,766,44 600.00
Storm Drain 2,500 00 4,530,46 4,000.00
Smith Street Guardrails 0.00 1.200.00 0.00
186,02550 186,948.93 185,408.00
Fire Department
Labor 20.000.00 23.590.50 20,000.00
Employer's Share FICA 1,530.00 1.804.67 1,530,00
Equipment Maintenance 8,000.00 6,794.96 8,000.00
Gas & Oil 800.00 863.68 800.00
New Equipment 5,500.00 6,434.97 5,500.00
Supplies 500.00 64.51 500.00
Building Fuel & Electric 2,000.00 2,061.77 2,000.00
Building Repairs & Maint. 1.000.00 666.69 1,000.00
Insurance 11,500.00 11,777.00 11,500.00
Rubbish Removal 250,00 428.33 250.00
Telephone 500.00 1.201.27 50000
Office Supplies 300.00 298.35 300.00
Training & Education 2,000.00 2,427.00 2,000.00
Fire Prevention & Inspect. 1,000.00 1.284.80 1,000.00
Hepatitus B Shots 230,00 8.00 230,00
New Protective Clothing 2.000.00 2,608.00 2,000.00
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Minutes or the 2003 Annual Meeting
Woodsvlllc Fire District
March 25. 2003
Alfred Jay Holden moved the article. Ijwrencc P. Corey socondcd ihc molion. There was no discussion.
Alfred Jay Holden ihcn moved ihal the reports be accepted as printed in the Town Report. Regis Roy
seconded the motion. The article was unanimously approved
To the inhabitants of the Woodsvilie Fire District, in the Town of Haverhill, County of Grafton, and
Stale of New Hampshire qualifled to vote on said District Affairs:
You arc hereby notified to meet at the Woodsvilie Emergency Services Building on Route 10 in said
Dtslricl at Thirty Minutes past Seven in the Evening on Tuesday, March 25'^ 200J, to Act on the
following Mailers:
Moderdtor Giiry Wood called the meeting to order at 7:30. He explained the ballot voting process. In order
to vole this evening, persons must be registered to vote and their names must appear on ihe voters checklist.
Arlick- I: To Choose a Moderator.
Alfred Jay Holden nominated Gary Wood. There being no further nominations. Mr. Holden moved that
nomiiKilions clmso iitid the Clerk c;ist one ballol for Gary Wontl All voted in favor.
Article 2: To Choose a Clerk.
Alfred Jay Holden nominated Melissa Gould. There being no further nominations. Mr. Holden moved lliat
nominations cease and the Moderator cast one ballot for Melissa Gould. All voted in favor.
Article 3: To Choose a Treasurer.
Alfred Jay Holden nominated Lisa Simonds. There being no further nominations. Mr. Holden moved that
nominations cease and the Moderator cast one ballot for Lisa Simonds. All voted in favor
Article 4: To Choose an Auditor.
Lawrence P. Corey nominated Alfred Jay Holden. There being no further nominations. Mr, Corey moved
that nominations cease and the Moderator cast one ballot for Alfred Jay Holden. All voted in favor
Articles: To Choose One (I) Library Trustee for a Term ofOne (I) Year.
Allred Jay Holden nominated Fran Krauss. There being no further nominations, Mr. Holden moved that
nominations cease and the Moderator cast one ballot for Fran Krauss. All voted in favor.
Article 6: To Choose One (1) District Commissioner for a Term ofThree (3) Years.
Richard Guy was nominated by Joe Maccini and seconded by Lawrence P. Corey. Steve Robbins was
nominated by Robert Williams and seconded by Kevin Van Norden. There being no further nominations,
the Moderator then opened the polls for a ballot vote. Richard Guy received 4i votes and Steve Robbins
received 32 votes. The Moderator declared Richard Guy the District Commissioner.
Article 9: To sec if the District will vote to authorize the District (^Commissioners to issue interest
bearing notes in anticipation of taxes and other revenues of the financial year to provide for current
maintenance and operation eifpcnscs.
Alfred Jay Holden moved the article. Robert Williitms .seconded the niulion. There was no discussion.
Allred Jay Holden moved Ihe question. Robert Williams seconded the molion. The article was
unanimously approved.
Article 10: To see if Ihe District will vole loauthori/c Ihc Itoard of Commissioners to apply for,
receive and cipend federal and state grants which may become available during the course of the
year, in accordance with KSA 3 1 :95-b and abo In accept and expend money from any other
governmental unit or private source to legally appropriate nione).
Alfred Jay Holden mitvcd the article. Robert Willi;inis seconded the motion. There was no discussion.
Allred Jay Holden moved Ihe question Robert Williams semiuted llu- motion. Vhe article was
unanimously approved.
Ariicic It: To sec if Ihe Dtslricl will vote to name the Commissioners as Agents for the Streets and
Sidewalk Fund and the Truck Replacement Funds.
Alfred Jay Holden moved the article. Robert Williums seconded the motion. Tom Lang asked ifany
sidewalks were slated to be fixed. Mickey Leale slated that IJriar Mill Road would be paved. Lawrence
Corey staled that no sidewalks were slated to be fixed. Robert Reney asked if there was a committee to
check roads and streets due to water accumulation and lack of drainage. Mickey l^afc staled that Ueecli
Street was not cared for after the sewer company did not allow for proper drainage. Joseph Maccini stated
that the commissioners try to do one thing at a time, as there is only so much money available.
Robert Maccini asked about the sidewalk on Forrest Street. I le stated that money was appropriated in the
past but no improvements have been made to date. Joseph Maccini slated that the Stale has set aside
funding for work on this street in 2005. It is a matching fund program. He stated it has been worth "tying
up" the money due to the matching funding thai will be received.
Alfred Jay Holden moved the question. There was no further discussion. The article passed.
Article 1 2: To raise and appropriate such sums as may be necessary for the coming year, including
all Departments, excluding warrant articles.
Alfred Jay Holden moved ihe article. Robert Williams seconded the motion. Lawrence Corey moved to
raise a sum of S3,889,213.06. Joseph Maccini seconded the motion.
Steve Robbins then moved to amend Ihe monetary amount by an additional $30,000.00 to fund an audit of
the Woodsvilie Fire District accounts. Dcnisc Avery seconded the motion.
Article 7: To Choose One (I) Water and Light Commissioner for a Term of Three (3) Years.
ScoH Simano was nominated by Alft^ Jay Holden and seconded by Mike Dannehy. Tom Mayo was
nominated by John Cobb and seconded by Toni Mayo, There being no further nominations, the Moderator
then opened the polls for a ballot vote. Scott Simano received 40 votes and Tom Mayo received 23 votes.
The Moderator declared Scott Simano the Water and Light Commissioner.
Article 8: To hear the Reports of the Officers heretofore chosen and to pass any vote relating
thereto.
Robert Maccini asked if it was appropriate to spend $30,000,00 for an audit. Steve Robbins stated that all
the other precincts in Haverhill do audits and it is just good business practice to do so. Joseph Maccini
asked if that would mean $30,000.00 each year Sieve Robbins replied thai this is an estimate to be
included in the budget- Mr Holden asked how Mr Robbins arrived at this Hgurc. Mr, Robbins staled that
he had asked various people including the clerk of Mountain l.akcs. Mike Dannehy stated that the
Woodsvilie Water and Light Department has their books audited by an accounting firm from St. Johnsbury,
Robert Maccini slated that this is an exorbitant amount for an annual audit. Mr. Wood stated that if an
amount is moved and approved Ihat ii means that thai money would be allotted, not necessarily spent. l".d
Young stated that il would be redundant to do this iflhe Water and Light Department already is audited.
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Robert Fagnant staled that tlie Water and Lighl DcpartmenI has separate actoimis from the Woodsville Fire
DislricI- Moderator Wood clariricd the motion to mean ihal the Woodsville i-ire District, specifically,
would be audited. Jack Brill asked if the amounl could be readjusicd lo SIVOOd.OO Sieve Robbins
sugijcsied leaving the figure ai $30,000.00 as ihc btxiks have never been amliied. Mr. Corey slated that 3 or
4 years ago it was estimated that it would cosi $20,000.00 for an audit of the books. Brand! Fullcrton
suggested thai Ihc figure should remain hi^er as il could take much lime for an audit of this nature.
Robert Maccini asked for a figure related lo a dollar amounl for Ilie inipaci ilus would have on taxes. Mr.
Corey slated that ihe original $3,889,213 06 would have had aii impiici ofM 7i) per thousand and this
additional amount would have an impact of approximately $2.2,'i per thous.itul
Robert Huminski asked what had prccipitaled this request. Mr Kohbins siiiicd that he bad concerns related
to the fact Ihat the books had not been audited,
Mr Moldcn moved the amendment. ITie amendment pa.s.sed.
llie original article will now be $3,91^.213 06. Mr. Corey an>cndcd the oriiini;il amount by adding
$10,000.00 for the fire district budget to pave the driveway between the F^meruoncy Services Building and
Woodsville District Garage and the area in front of the new addition lo the wiiier and light garage. Mr,
Molden seconded the motion.
Brad Kennedy stated the sand tracked into the buildings causes dnniage lo buildings and equipment.
Mr. lloldcn moved the amendment and Ihe amendment passed.
The original article now stands al $3,929,213.06. Mr. Holden moved Ihe quesiion. Moderator Wood
reminded the voters of the amount of money as twice amended ["he article |);issed.
Article 13: To sec irihe District will vote lo raise and appropriate such sum of money not lo exceed
$20,000.00 as may be necessary for paving of Ihe driveway between Ihc Emergency Services BuiMing
and Woodsville District Garage and Ihe area in front of Ihc new addition to the Woodsville Uislrict
Garage Building.
Alfred Jay Holden moved to table the article. Robert Maccini seconded the motion. All voted in favor of
tabling Ihe article.
Article 14: To transact any other Business Ihal may legally come before this meeting.
Mike Dannehy asked Dave lllsley to address the voters related to holiday lighting. Mr. Illsley staled that
the Winifred Moran fund and the Laconia Savings Bank provided funding for banners and lights from the
Wells River-Woodsville Bridge to Rite-Aid and from there lo the Way We Were. Lights and banners will
alternate on the poles. Mr. Young asked if the water and light department would install these. Mr.
Dannehy staled ihal ihey would be installing the banners and lights and their donation of time is an "in
kind" donation.
Brad Kennedy updated voters on Ihe status of Ihe tower truck litigation. There was an out of court
selllcmeni prior lo the court date. The Fire District received a full judgement Mr. Young asked if the
money received would be applied to the loan. Mr. Kennedy staled thai il is applied lo the loan of Ihe flrsl
ladder truck and will go lo Ihc .icxi truck.
Rachel Clough asked to speak about the ambulance service She introduced Mrs. Gravlin, She staled that
when a situation was critical, the ambulance would not go to Cottage Hospital to transport her to DHMC
She staled her concern related to policies and transports. William Mauldin addressed the issue related lo
agreements between Twin Stale and 91 1 calls, etc Brcnda White further questioned about transports.
Kelly White stated thai young people would like to give back to the community by volunteering. Mrs.
Clough asked who makes decisions. Joseph Maccini staled ihal Mr. Mauldin is in charge of Emergency
Services. Me follows District policies. Mrs. Clough requested accountability.
Steve Wheeler moved to adjourn the meeting. John Cobb seconded the motion. All voted in favor.
Moderator Wood adjourned Ihc meeting at 9:03pm.








A. P. Hill Comnnunity Swimming Pool
Summary of Income and Expenses




Balance Dec 31 , 2003













Balance on Jan. 1 , 2003 4,679.92
Town of Haverhill Road Money 137,375.00
Town of Haverhill Fire Money 22,220.00
Town of Haverhill Fire Capital 1 6,667.00
Water & Light Department 1 5,000.00
Water Treatment Plant 1 5,000.00
Wastewater Treatment Plant 1 5,000.00
Precinct Real Estate Taxes 124,706.00
Rental Income 961.00
Interest on Checking Account 229.92
Sale of Sand 10,538.00
Ambulance Insurance 18,668.00
Ambulance Rent 18,000.00
Ambulance Fuel & Utilities 6,256.80
Sewer Maintenance 3,999.16
Town of Haverhill Pool 2,059.64
Chritmas Lighting Fund 15,574.58
Ambulance Loan Payment 40,000.00
Wastewater Treatment Ins. 2,000.00
Tower Truck Recoveries 24,083.84
Water and Light Paving 722.50
Wells River Village 691.80
Construction Reimbursement 353.00









Total to Account For $497,797.52
Fund Balances
X-Mas Lighting Fund 367.44
Clark Pond Road Fund 23,584.17
Street and Sidewalk Fund 108,159.79
Wastewater Treatment Plant 86,655.94
Fire Truck Replacement 334.90
Highway Truck Replacement 17,110.08
Ambulance Replacement 44.11
Checking Accounts
District Operating Account 27,050.60
Swimming Pool Account 500.04
Payroll Account 2,358.30
Wastewater Treatment Account 2,663.62
Total Fund Balance $268,828.99
Respectfully submitted
Lisa A. Simonds, Treasurer
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Combincil Balance Slieel - All Fund Types and Account Groups
December 31, 2002
Governmental Proprietary Fiduciary Account Totals







General Water Trust Fixed Assets 2002 2001
ASSETS
Cash $ 4,475 S 54,817 J 59.292 S 16,879
User Tees receivable 14,259 14,259 19,016
Accounts receivable . 13,496
Due from other funds 64,692 64,692 54,843
Due from other governments S 42,892 42,892 26,430
Water distribution system, net 608,762 608,762 615,411
Machinery and equipment S 109,700 109,700 104,425





Total AsseU I 69,167 $ 677,838 $ 42,892 1,170,105
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities:
AccounUi payable $ 7,042 S 2,649 J 9,691 % 9,123
Accrued expenses 2.039 2,039 2,508
Deferred revenue 35,079 35,079 30,688
Due to other funds 64,692 64,692 54,843





Total Liabilities 7,042 J s 418,662
Fund Equity:
Investment in general fixed assets 429,305 429,305 424.030
Retained earnings 281,379 281,379 223,536
Fund Balances:
Unreserved:
Designated for future years'










Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Governmental Fund Types and Similar Trust Funds













Excess of Revenues Over (Under) E;q)cnditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating transfers in
Operating transfen out
Total Other Financing (Uses)
Excess ofRevenues and Other Financing
Sources Over (Under) Expenditures and
Other Financing Uses
Fund Balance - January 1
Fund Balance - December 31
Governmental Fiduciary










$ 220,205 $ 215,045
636 1.770
6.968 6,135


























$ 105.017 I 103.877
Total Liabilities and Fund Equity S 69.167 % 677,838 % 42.892 S 429.305 $ 1,219.202 $ 1.170.105
See notes lo financial slaiemenls





Stalcnicnt of Revenues, Espcndilures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget an J Actual - General Fund




Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Retained Earnings
Proprietary Fund Type - Water Department













Excess ofRevenues Over Expenditures
Other Financing Uses:
Operating transfers out
Total Other Financing Uses
Excess ofRevenues Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balance - lanuary 1






































Loss on disposal ofequipment
Total Non-Operating Expenses
(Loss) Before Operating Transfers
Operating Transfers:
Transfer from other funds
Total Operating Transfers
Net Income (Loss)
Retained Earnings - January 1











































Sve notes lofmnncial siaienienls





Statement of Cash Flows
Proprietary Fund Type - Water Department
For the Year Ended December 3 1 , 2002
Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
Cash received from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash paid to genera] fund for administrative services
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Cash Flows from Noncapital Financing Activities:
Operating transfers in
Net Cash Provided by Noncapital Financing Activities
Cash Flows from Capital and Related Financing Activities:
Principal paid on long-term debt
Interest paid on long-term debt
Purchase of capital assets
Net Cash Used by Capital and Related
Financing Activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents (Deficiency), January 1
Cash and Cash Equivalents (Deficiency), December 3
1
Reconciliation of Operating Income (Loss) to Net Cash
Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Operating Income (Loss)
Adjustments to Reconcile Operating Income (Loss)
to Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities:
Depreciation
Change in assets and liabilities:
(Increase) decrease in user fees receivable
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable
Increase in deferred revenue
Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Supplemental disclosure of non-cash transactions:






































See notes tofinancial statements
MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT
HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Mountain Lakes District is organized as a Village District (special purpose district) under the laws of
the State of New Hampshire. The District is located within the town boundaries of Haverhill, New
Hampshire and provides recreational services and water to the residents within the District.
The accounting policies of the Mountain Lakes District conform to accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America for local govemmenlal units, except as indicated hereinafter.
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies.
A. Basis ofAccounting
Governmental funds utilize the modified accrual basis whereby revenues are recorded when susceptible
to accrual, i.e., both measurable and available. Available means collectible within the current period or
soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current period. Expenditures, other than
interest on long-term debt, are recorded when the liability is incurred, if measiirable.
The accrual basis is used for all proprietary ftmd types. The measurement focus of these funds is
determination of net income, financial position and cash flows ("capital maintenance" focus). The
District has elected not to follow the FASB pronouncements issued subsequent to November 30, 1989 in
accounting and reporting for its proprietary operations.
B. Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America require management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain
reported amounts and disclosures. Accordingly, actual results may differ from those estimates.
C General Fixed Assets
Fixed assets are recorded at historical cost. Public domain (infrastructure) general fixed assets consisting
ofroads and bridges are not capitalized.
D. Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the District has numerous hransactions between funds, including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets, and service debt. The
accompanying financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers.
E. Total Columns on Combined Financial Statements
Total columns on the combined statements are captioned "Memorandum Only" to indicate that they are
presented only to facilitate financial analysis. Data in these columns do not present financial position,
results of operations, or changes in financial position in conformity with accounting principles generally




NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 1-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
F. Cash and Cash Equivalentsfor Cash Flows
Cash and cash equivslenls for statement of cash flow purposes consists of cash and interfund balances
(representing cash transactions) as follows:
Demand deposits
Due to other funds
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents





Under State statutes, the Town of Haverhill, New Hampshire (an independent governmental unit) collects
District taxes for the District from property owners located within the boundaries of the District. As
collection agent, the Town is required to pay over to the District its share of property taxes collected
through periodic payments based on cash flow requirements of the District. The Town assumes financial
responsibility for all uncollected property taxes under State statutes.
H. Compensated Absences
The District does not have a formal sick leave policy. As such, employees do not accumulate any unused
sick leave days, which would require payment upon termination. Dependent upon the length of service,
frill time employees earn vacation at five to ten days per year. No provision has been made in these
financial statements for accrued/unused vacation. Amounts are not material to these financial statements.
NOTE 2-PURPOSE OF FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
The District reports its activities in numerous individual funds to comply with the limitations and
restrictions placed on both the resources made available to the District and the services provided. The
operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that compnse its
assets, liabilities, fund balance/retained earnings, revenues, and expenditures/expenses. Accordingly,
interfund receivables and payables have not been eliminated. Individual funds and account groups
summarized in the accompanying financial statements are classified as follows:
A. Governmental Fund Types
These frjnds arc intended to provide recurring general services. They are controlled by a budget
approved by the voters.




NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 2-PURPOSE OF FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS (CONTINUED)
B. Proprietary Fund Types
Enterprise Funds - are used to account for the District's ongoing activities, which are similar to those
often found in the private sector. The District's water department is accounted for as a self-supporting
enterprise fund. Water service is provided lo customers on a user charge basis. However, the fund
receives an operating subsidy from tfie General Fund on an annual basis to support its debt payments and
capital acquisitions as appropriated at the annual District meeting.
C. Fiduciary Fund Types
Expendable Trust Funds - Expendable Trust Funds are accounted for in the same manner as
governmental funds. Tlie Expendable Trust Funds are held by the Haverhill Town Trustees as required
by State Law. The Capital Reserve Funds and the Facilities bnprovement Fund are accounted for as
Expendable Trust Funds.
D. Account Groups
Account groups are not funds; they do not reflect available financial resources and related habilities, but
are accounting records of general fixed assets and general long-term obligations, respectively. The
following is a description of the account groups of the District.
General Fixed Asset Account Group - Property, plant and equipment used in governmental fund type
operations are accounted for in the General Fixed Asset Account Group. The District has elected not to
record depreciation on assets reported m the General Fixed Asset Account Group.
General Lon^-Tenn Debt Account Group - is used to record the outstanding long-term obligations of the
District At December 31, 2002 the Dishict had no outstanding general long-term obligations.
NOTE 3-RISK MANAGEMENT
The District is exposed to various risks of losses related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of
assets; errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters. During 2002, the District was a
member of the New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc. (NHMA-
PLIT) and the New Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (PRIMEX). The District currently
reports all of its risk management activities in its General Fund. These Trusts are classified as "Risk
Pools" in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the Unites States of America.
The Trust agreements permit the Trust to make additional assessments to members should (here be a
deficiency in Trust assets lo meet its liabilities. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United
Slates of America require members of pools with a sharing of risk to determine whether or not such
assessment is probable and, if so, a reasonable estimate of such assessment, At this time, the Trusts




NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 3-RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
Claims expenditures and liabilities are reported when it is probable that a loss has occurred and the
amount of that loss can be reasonably estimated. These losses include an estimate of claims that have
been incurred but not reported. Based on the best available information there is no liability at December
31,2002.
New Hampshire Municipal Association Property-Liability Insurance Trust, Inc.
The NHMA-PLIT is a Trust organized to provide certain property and liability insuiance coverages to
member towns, cities, and other qualified political subdivisions ofNew Hampshire. As a member of the
NHMA-PLIT, the District shares in contributing to the cost of and receiving benefits Irom a self-insured
pooled risk management program. The program includes a Self Insured Retention from which is paid up
to $500,000 for each and every covered property, crime and/or liability loss that exceeds $1 ,000.
New Hampsliire Public Risk Management Exchange
PRIMEX was organized to provide statutory worker^s compensation coverage to member towns, cities,
and other qualified political subdivisions ofNew Hampshire. The Trust is self-sustaining through annual
member premiums and provides coverage for the statutorily required workers' compensation benefits and
employer's liability coverage up to $2,000,000. The program includes a Loss Fund from which is paid up
to $500,000 for each and every covered claim.
NOTE 4-BUDGET
The District's budget represents appropriations as authorized by annual or special Dishict meetings. The
Commissioners may transfer fiinds between operating categories as they deem necessary.
The budget reported in Exhibit C represents revised appropriations as follows:
Budget approved at District Meeting
Perspective Differences:
Water Enleiprise Fund
Total General Fund budget
(139,900)
$ 241,090
State law requires balanced budgets but permits the use of beginning fund balance to reduce the property
tax rate. For the year ended December 31, 2002, the District applied $15,000 of its unappropriated fund
balance to reduce taxes.
NOTE S-CASH AND INVESTMENTS
The District's investment policy requires that investments be made in New Hampshire based financial
institutions that are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The District limits its




NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31, 2002
NOTE S-CASHAND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED)
At year end, the carrying amount of the District's demand deposits was $59,292 and the bank balance was
$58,154. All of the bank balance was covered by federal depository insurance.
NOTE 6-DEFERRED REVENUES
Water billings are made annually to recover estimated operating costs for the period April 1 through
March 31 based on a pro-rata allocation to water users. Deferred revenues recorded in the water
enterprise fiind represent the 2002 water assessment billed to customers in April, 2002 for the period
January 1 , through March 3 1, 2003.
NOTE 7-CHANGES IN GENERAL FDCED ASSETS
During the year ended December 31. 2002, the following changes in general fixed assets occuiied:
Balance, January 1, 2002
Additions
Disposals
Balance, December 31, 2002
Land and
Equipment Building







% 109,700 $ 319,605 $ 429.305
NOTE 8-ENTERPRISE FUND - PROPERTY, PLANTAND EQUIPMENT









The following is a summary of the changes in the property, plant and equipment of the water enterprise


























NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCLU. STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 3 1,2002
NOTE 9-LONG-TERM DEBT
The following is a summaiy of general obligation debt transactions of
the Mountain Lakes District for
the year ended December 3 1 , 2002.
Bonds payable - January 1, 2002
Payments
Bonds payable - December 31, 2002
Bonds Payable at December 31, 2002 consists of the following issues:
$290,000 French Pond Water Distribution Bonds due
in annual inslallmcnls of$14,500 through December
23, 2018; interest at 5.0%
$353,935 Water Company Purchase Bonds due in
annual installnients of$15,000 ihrough February 15.
2006; interest al an average rale of 8-01%
Sitmiuary ofDebt Service Requirements to Maturity
S 321,500
(29,500)
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of December 31, 2002, including interest of











General Obligation Debt is a direct obligation of the District for which its full faith and credit is pledged,
and is payable from taxes levied on all taxable property located within the District.
NOTE 10-INTERFUND BALANCES
Inlcrfund balances at December 31, 2002 are as follows:
MOUNTAIN LAKES DISTRICT
HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31, 2002









$ 64,692 $ 64,692
The net working capital (deficiency) for the water enteqjrise fund is ($64,883) as ofDecember 31, 2002.
NOTE 12-DESIGNATED RETAINED EARNINGS
Article 4 of the March 13, 1994 annual District meeting requires the District to annually transfer the
operating income of the water department (computed in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America) to the water department capital reserve fund in the ensuing
year. The water enterprise fund has an operating income of $16,396 for the year ended December 31,
2002. Accordingly, the designated balance to be transferred to the Water Department Capital Reserve
fund at December 31, 2002 is $16,396.
NOTE 13-DESIGNATED FOR FUTURE YEARS' EXPENDITURES
Expendable Trust Funds




Water department capital improvements




During December 1999, the Dishict renewed its contract with an independent party to provide for the
regular maintenance of the water distribution system. The contract is effective through December 2000










NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31, 2002
NOTE 14-CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS (CONTINUED)
independent party gives written notice to terminate the contract. The amount of the contract is to be paid
in monthly installments. In each renewal year of the conti jct. the amount shall be increased by the
cost of living adjustment of the federal government for the preceding contract year. Labor and
equipment provided beyond the scope of regular maintenance will be paid for on an hourly basis at $25
for a laborer, $70 for use of the backhoe including labor, $85 for use of an excavator, $45 for use of the
ten-wheel dump truck, and $35 for use of the small dump truck. During the year ended December 31,
2002, maintenance expense of $35,675 was charged under the contract. Based on the current year's basic
contractual rate, the minimum future payments on the above maintenance contract for the next five years















NOTES TO GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31. 2002
NOTE n-GASB STATEMENT NO. 34 (CONTINUED)
o Financial statements prepared using full accrual accounting for all of the
District's activities, including mfrastructure.
• A change in the fund financial statements to focus on the major funds.
The general provisions of GASB Statement No. 34 must be implemented by the Mountain Lakes District
no later than the year ending December 31, 2004. The retroactive reporting of infrastructure is
encouraged, but is not required.
The District plans to implement the general provisions of the Statement in the year ending December 3 1
,
2004.
NOTE 15-CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS
Litigation
District officials estimate that any potential claims against the District, which are not covered by
insurance, are inunaterial and would not affect the financial position of the District.
NOTE I6-SUBSEQUENT EVENT
The District secured a line of credit up to $220,000 during March 2003. Subsequent to year end, the
District has borrowed $79,700 agauist this line of credit. The borrowed amount and interest at 1.5% are
due on December 26, 2003.
NOTE 17-GASB STATEMENT NO. 34
In lune 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) unanimously approved Statement
No. 34, Basic Financial Slalemcius - and Management 's Discussion and Analysis -for State and Local
Govemmenls. Certain of die significant changes in the Statement include the following:
• For the first time the fmancial statements include:
o A Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section providing an analysis
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Dr. How/ard R. Goodrow, Interim
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HAVERHILL COOPERATrVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 20, 2003
Pursuant to the warrant, Moderator Michael Kennedy convened the
meeting at 7:00pm in the gymnasium of the Haverhill Cooperative
Middle School. Mr. Kennedy asked for a moment of silence for our
troops, our country, and our president before leading attendees in the
Pledge of Allegiance. Mr. Kennedy noted there would be at least two
ballot votes this evening and read the results of the school elections
held on March 1 1 , 2003.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator
for the ensuing year.
Michael Kennedy received 612 votes, and was declared elected.
ARTICLE 2: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, three Members
of the School Board; one member-at-large for a term of three
years expiring in 2006, one member from the pre-existing
Haverhill District for a term of three years expiring in 2006 and
one member from the pre-existing Woodsville District for a term
of three years expiring in 2006.
Jimmy Walker, a write in candidate, received 27 votes for the
member-at-large term, and was declared elected.
Maggie Hatch received 624 votes for the pre-existing Haverhill District
term, and was declared elected.
David Robinson received 552 votes for the pre-existing Woodsville
District term, and was declared elected.
Alvin Fadden thanked the voters for allowing him to serve as a school
board member and that he had learned alot about our schools. He
also thanked Kevin Shelton and Dean Moreau for all the help they
gave him when he came on the board three years ago adding that he
had enjoyed working with all those on the board.
SECOND WARRANT
ARTICLE 1 : To see if the school district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000)
for the purchase and renovation of 16 King Street, Woodsville,
NH, and for repairs and renovations for the elementary, middle
and high schools as set forth in the long range building plan, and
to authorize the issuance of not more than five hundred
thousand dollars ($500,000) of bonds or notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter
33) and to authorize the board to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and
authorize the school board to take any other action to carry out
this vote. The payment of principal would be made from rent
revenue received from SAU 23 and other tenants as long as they
remain. The school board recommends this appropriation. (A
2/3 ballot vote is required.)
Alvin Fadden informed the public this Article would allow the district to
do much needed repairs and maintenance to the schools as well as
purchase another building close to the high school. Plans are to
renovate the building at 16 King Street and rent it out to the SAU for
another school such as the French Pond School, which would be for
students in grades 9-12. Fadden noted that we, as a district within the
SAU, pay a smaller amount In tuition for students who are placed in
these schools. He added that the rent received from the SAU would
pay for the property. Discussion ensued on need for the building,
revenues that would be received and any liability issues. Vern
Dingman motioned to move the article, seconded by Nancy Lightner.
The moderator stated votes would be taken until 8:40pm; then be
counted and the results announced.
ARTICLE 2: If ARTICLE 1 does not pass, to see if the School
District will raise and appropriate the sum of ninety-nine
thousand dollars ($99,000) for the purchase and renovation of 16
King Street in Woodsville, NH, and to authorize the issuance of
not more than ninety-nine thousand dollars ($99,000) of bonds or
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notes in accordance with the provisions of the (Municipal Finance
Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and authorize the school board to take any
other action to carry out this vote. The payment of principal and
interest would be made from rent revenue received from SAU 23
and other tenants as long as they remain. (The Haverhill
Cooperative School Board recommends this article.) (A 2/3 ballot
vote is required.)
Motion by Bryan Gould to pass over Article 2 at this time, seconded by
Nancy Lightner. No discussion, Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 3: To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
IVIotion by Kevin Shelton to pass over, seconded by Maggie Hatch. No
discussion. Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the School District will vote to authorize
and empower the School Board to borrow up to two hundred
thirty thousand dollars ($230,000), representing a share of the
State of New Hampshire special education cost for the 2003-
2004 school year pursuant to RSA 198:20-d upon such terms and
conditions as tiie School Board determines in the best interests
of the district; said sum together with the costs of borrowing to
be repaid by the State of New Hampshire, pursuant to RSA 186-
C:18, or to take any other action in relation thereto. (The
Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this article.)
Motion by Kevin Shelton, seconded by AMn Fadden. No discussion.
Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate the sum of nine million, four hundred twenty-five
thousand, nine hundred seventy-four dollars ($9,425,974) for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries of school district
officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations
of the district. This article does not include appropriations
contained in any other article of this warrant. (The Haverhill
Cooperative School Board recommends this appropriation.)
Motion by Alvin Fadden, seconded by Maggie Hatch. Maggie Hatch
spoke to the budget, explaining increases and decreases. Moderator
asked for vote. Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate up to thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000) to be
added to the previously established Special Education
Expendable Trust, such amount to be funded from the year-end
undesignated fund balance available on June 30, 2003. (The
Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this article.)
Motion by Pat Buchanan, seconded by Mr. Davis. Short discussion.
Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate up to thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000) to be
added to the previously established Building Maintenance
Expendable Trust, such amount to be funded from the year-end
undesignated fund balance available on June 30, 2003. (The
Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this article.)
Motion by David Robinson, seconded by Ted Rose. No discussion.
Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate up to thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000) to be
added to the previously established Haverhill Academy
Commemorative Library Trust, such amount to be funded from
the year-end undesignated fund balance available on June 30,
2003. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends this
article.)
Motion by Philip Tucker, seconded by Patricia Amsden. There was a
question as to what the trust is intended for and Kevin Shelton stated it
is to be expended for media items. Article was passed by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 9: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost
item in the collective bargaining agreement reached between
Haverhill Cooperative School Board and the Haverhill
Cooperative Support Staff/NEA-NH which calls for the following








and further to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-six
thousand, two hundred twenty-four dollars ($26,224.00) for the
2003-2004 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the
prior fiscal year. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board
recommends this article.)
Motion by Kevin Shelton, seconded by Maggie Hatch. Shelton stated
this agreement included a 3% salary Increase, a new schedule for
salary and benefits and a co-pay for health Insurance. Article was
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the district will vote to accept the
factfinder's recommendations dated February 11, 2003 for a
collective bargaining agreement between the Haverhill
Cooperative School Board and the Haverhill Cooperative
Education Association, and approve the cost items associated










And further to raise and appropriate the sum of One hundred
sixty-six thousand two hundred twenty-one dollars ($166,221.00)
for the 2003-04 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional
costs attributable to the increases in salaries and benefits over
those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the
prior fiscal year. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board does
not recommend this article.)
Motion by Regis Roy, seconded by Maggie Hatch. Kevin Shelton
explained the Board was not happy with some Items In the factfinder's
report and It was an all or nothing proposition. Therefore, they are not
recommending acceptance of the Article. Discussion ensued. Regis
Roy explained the teacher's point of view. Lynn Graham spoke of
need to attract and keep good teachers. Peter Olander stated It Is
hard to support a system where 50% of students are deficient In the
state assessments. Ron Collins asked If anyone had Investigated
what private businesses in the area give for raises, stating he feels it is
probably alot less than what people In the school system get. Nancy
LIghtner asked what the average class size Is and If there was a
problem with increasing class sizes by 3 students. This could save
some money. Kevin Shelton stated the Board has been trying to keep
class sizes at about 20 students. Moderator called for voice vote.
Voice vote too close to call. Moderator informed the public this would
be by ballot vote
Moderator announced the results of the voting for Article 1 . Article
passed with a 2/3 vote (66.666).
Motion by Nancy LIghtner to pass over Article 2, seconded by Regis
Roy. Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the district will vote to change the
Haverhill Cooperative School District Articles of Agreement
Article 2 to allow all school board members to be elected as
members-at-large in place of two from each pre-existing district
and three members-at-large. (A 2/3 ballot vote is required.)
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Motion by Maggie Hatch, seconded by Nancy Lightner. Discussion
followed with David Robinson, Larry Corey and Gary Scruton speaking
on Article. Moderator Informed the public this would be by ballot vote
and required a 2/3rds vote.
Motion by Kathy DIngman to continue on to Article 12 while votes are
being counted, seconded by Kathy Vaillancourt. Passed by voice
vote.
The Moderator announced Article 10 had passed with a vote of 81
ayes and 58 nays.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the district wili vote in accordance with
Chapter 101 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated
as amended, to exclude from Social Security and Medicare
coverage the services performed by election workers for a
calendar year in which the remuneration paid for such services
is less than twelve hundred dollars ($1,200) effective the
calendar year beginning January 1, 2003.
Motion by Nancy Lightner, seconded by Mr. Home. Phil Tucker stated
this Article was just to send a message to the State and Federal
Government that if they mandate us to do things they should fund it
also. Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 14: To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.





Motion by Patricia Amsden, seconded by Kevin Shelton Article
passed by voice vote.
The Moderator announced the results of the voting for Article 1 1
.
Article 1 1 defeated by vote of 24 ayes and 84 nays.
ARTICLE 13: Whereas NH School Districts face ever tightening
budgets; and Whereas NH School Districts are finding it
increasingly difficult to raise and appropriate sufficient dollars
on the local level to provide their students a quality education;
and Whereas newly enacted and existing federal mandates have
placed an undue and heavy financial burden on local school
district budgets;
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the District
vigorously oppose any and all unfunded and under-funded
federal educational mandates, including but not limited to, those
contained in the recently enacted No Child Left Behind Law as
well as those mandates historically unfunded within the
IDEAfSpecial Education Laws.
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TO THE CrriZENS OF HAVERHILL,
WE SUBMIT THE FIFTH ANNUAL SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
We are happy to report that the Haverhill School District continues to
make solid progress and is working hard to get the taxpayers the
most "Bang For Your Buck", in education. During the past year
significant improvements have been made to buildings and grounds,
utilizing the QZAB money approved at last year's District Meeting.
Staffing is in good shape and we have made gains in the use of
technology in our classrooms. Our budget that we present is up 4.2%
but represents a tax increase of 3% to the taxpayer.
We have made many improvements to our properties utilizing the
approved QZAB money. Some of these include the purchase and
improvement of the property on King Street. This site is the home of
the SAU King Street School, which is an alternate program for grade
9-12 students, allowing district placement of students who might
otherwise be sent out of district at much greater costs. The school
currently has 8 students. The rent revenue received from the SAU
pays for Haverhill's cost of principal and interest payment; retiring the
commitment in five years. Other improvements include a new
parking lot at Woodsville Elementary School, the sealing of the
Haverhill Middle School parking lot, replacing doors and windows in
the Community Building, and replacing clock systems and phone
systems. All of these improvements are in concert with the district's
five-year plan.
The major changes in our staffing include Mr. Bruce Labs as our
Superintendent, effective July 2003, the promotion of Mr. Sean
Moynihan as our Principal at Woodsville High School and the addition
of Mr. Brian Desilets as our new Assistant Principal at Woodsville
High School. The district has current contracts with both the
professional and the support staff and will resume negotiations with
the support staff in the fall of 2004.
There has been measurable improvement in the education of our
students. Test scores are up and the Woodsville Elementary scores
are above the State average. The Haverhill Cooperative Middle
School is no longer a "watch" school, in need of improvement.
Additionally, technology gains include the award of a private grant by
Governor Benson, which puts a laptop in the hands of each of our
seventh graders for the next four years.
The budget we present to you Is $10,044,250. This represents a
4.2% increase over the current year. Increases are due to salary
contractual obligations and a 16.6% increase in health insurance
costs. The tax rate impact of this budget is 3%. We urge you to
support this increase. Given the $243,522 reduction in State
Adequacy Funds, the school board feels that we have presented a
very responsible budget.
We look fonward to your continued support and to seeing all of the
Haverhill voters at the District Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin Shelton, Chairman
Haverhill Cooperative School Board
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the IHaverhill Cooperative School District
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the James R. Morrill building
gymnasium, North Haverhill, New Hampshire on the 9* day of IVIarch
2004, for the annual election of officers. Polls to be open for election
of District Officers at 8 o'clock in the forenoon and to close not eariier
than 6 o'clock in the afternoon.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose, by non-partisan ballot, a Moderator for
the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: To choose, by non-partisan ballot, three Members of
the School Board; one memt)er-at-large for a term of
tvra years expiring in 2006, one memk>er at large for
a terni of three years expiring in 2007 and one
member from the pre-existing Woodsville District for
a term of three years expiring in 2007.








HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL BOARD
To the inhabitants of the Haverhill Cooperative School District
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Haverhill Cooperative Middle
School, North Haverhill, New Hampshire on the 18th day of IVIarch
2004, for action on all remaining articles, to commence at 7:00
o'clock in the afternoon.
ARTICLE 1 : To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees
or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the School District will vote to authorize
and empower the School Board to borrow up to two
hundred forty thousand dollars ($240,000),
representing a share of the State of New Hampshire
special education cost for the 2004-2005 school
year pursuant to RSA 198:20-d upon such terms
and conditions as the School Board determines in
the best interests of the district; said sum together
with the costs of borrowing to be repaid by the State
of New Hampshire, pursuant to RSA 186-C: 18, or to
take any other action in relation thereto. (The
Haverhill Cooperative School Board recommends
this article.)
ARTICLE 3: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate the sum often million, forty-four
thousand, two hundred fifty dollars ($10,044,250) for
the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of
school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district. This
article does not include appropriations contained in
any other article of this warrant. (The Haverhill
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Cooperative School Board recommends this
appropriation.)
ARTiCLE 4: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate up to thirty-five thousand dollars
($35,000) to be added to the previously established
Haverhill Academy Commemorative Library Trust,
such amount to be funded from the year-end
undesignated fund balance available on June 30,
2004. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board
recommends this article.)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate up to thirty-five thousand dollars
($35,000) to be added to the previously established
Special Education Expendable Trust, such amount
to be funded from the year-end undesignated fund
balance available on June 30, 2004. (The Haverhill
Cooperative School Board recommends this article.)
ARTICLE 6: To see if the School District will raise and
appropriate up to thirty-five thousand dollars
($35,000) to be added to the previously established
Building Maintenance Expendable Trust, such
amount to be funded from the year-end
undesignated fund balance available on June 30,
2004. (The Haverhill Cooperative School Board
recommends this article.)
ARTICLE?: To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.








HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL BOARD
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FRENCH POND SCHOOL 5-YEAR NOTE
























HAVERHILL CO-OP SCHOOL DISTRICT
6/30/2003





The Haverhill Cooperative School District has been audited
by the firm Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association.
Copies of the audit are available for public review at the













HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TUITION STUDENTS ATTENDING FROM OTHER DISTRICTS




Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Interfund Payable
Deferred Revenues





Reserved for Special Purposes
Unreserved
TOTAL EQUITY















Benton 29 6 13 10
Piermont 18 18
Warren 34 12 22
Other 8 2 1 5






















HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM COST









Total Expenses 1,673,510 1,857,325
Special Education Revenue paid directly to School District
1322 Special Ed. Tuition 83,413 60,527
3110 Special Ed. portion Adequacy funds 446,040 408,577
3240 Catastrophic Aid 186,101 180,023
4580 Medicaid 126.234 157.965
Total Revenues to School District 841,788 807,092
Difference (831,722) (1,050,232)
Federal IDEA Entitlement Funds received and expended through SAU 23
Part A - Preschool 5,326 5,326
(Combined with other SAU 23 districts to fund preschool)
Part B - Special Education 112.872 131.753
(Combined with other SAU 23 districts for psychological, speech & special services.)
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I am pleased to write this my first report to you as Superintendent of
Schools for SAU #23. I hope over the next few years during my time
in this position I will be able to provide leadership through stability,
hard work and a sense of direction for the education of the children of
each school district.
This being said I want the town to know where I feel we should be
headed by listing my goals as submitted to each school board in
September 2003. These goals are not listed in any particular order.
1. To begin meetings to make changes to the Master Plan
for Professional Development.
2. To have the entire SAU working together on the
development and implementing of a writing program for
all students.
3. To use staff development time to have all teachers
compare student work and talk about curriculum and
assessment.
4. To begin the process of a bussing plan for all students
within the SAU.
5. To begin a School Improvement Plan for each school in
the SAU.
6. To begin a Master Degree Program In curriculum and
instruction within the SAU.
7. To open and successfully run the King Street School
Program.
8. To pass reasonable budgets In 2004 in order to support
schools In each district.
Besides the aforementioned goals, there are a few more things that
we are trying to achieve this first year as we develop a routine of how
the education in each school district will get better. I am trying to
maintain a schedule that keeps me visible In all districts, especially for
the key decisions that take place. I will participate in Interviewing and
hiring every person who works in any capacity within each school
district In the SAU. Lastly, I will encourage the employees to make
reasonable decisions about our schools in the context of what is best
for our children at all times.
I am proud to say that the Haverhill Cooperative School District is in
much better shape regarding plant and equipment because the
voters allowed us to apply for Federal Funds through the QZAB
Program. Because of this, we have made major renovations and
have purchased the King Street School Building In Woodsville. Some
of the projects that have been completed Include:
1
.
Clock systems at WHS and WES were replaced.
2. Doors and windows were replaced at the Community
Building.
3. A new parking lot at WES.
4. A new softball field at WES,
5. Paving of Morrill Drive at HCMS.
6. New phone systems for WES and WHS.
7. New alarm system at WHS.
8. New pressure reducing valve at HCMS.
9. Purchase of the King Street School property.
I want to take this opportunity to thank Richard Patten for his efforts in
coordinating all of these projects this past year.
Haverhill changed Its food service In the schools this year and hired
Caf6 Services to manage the hot lunch program. Although it is early,
ail indications are that the students are using the program as much if
not more that when we ran it ourselves.
We expect to have a Master's Degree Program in the SAU starting In
February 2004. After a year and a half of working with Lesley
University in Massachusetts we will be offering a program in the
subject area of Literacy: Language, Reading and Writing. This will be
a 33-credlt Master's Program and classes will be held in Haverhill.
We opened the King Street School in August 2003: this is an
alternative school program to help us do a better job educating
students who are at times difficult to work with In grades 9-12. We
hope this will help to keep these students in school while controlling
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the costs to each district.
In addition, we began a program to improve our students' writing sl<ills
in all grades. This effort will continue until all of our personnel are
trained and we have a system in place that will promote better writing
skills in our students over time.
We have a Gifted and Talented Committee in place within the SAD
and we are meeting to plan a series of steps to try to better identify
and plan for our gifted students. This work will continue to move
forward until the plan is fully developed in 2004-05.
I hope to be effective in lobbying for resources on behalf of the
districts. The theme in the legislature has been to try to cut away
State money given in the last few years to the school districts. As you
can imagine, this has been very difficult to deal with. I will continue to
speak out for additional funding from the State and Federal
Governments for our districts. I encourage you as taxpayers to do the
same.
I am extremely grateful to the members of the SAU #23 School
Board for electing me to this challenging position and I look fonward
to serving you as Superintendent. I am indeed thankful of your trust
in me and for the people I am privileged to work with everyday in the
Central Office and in the schools. I will work each day in the interest
of the public I serve, especially our students, and it is my sincere




SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR'S SALARIES
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses are
prorated among the school districts on the basis of equalized
valuation. One-half is prorated on the basis of average daily
membership in the schools for the previous school year
ending June 30. The Superintendent will receive a salary of
$78,000 during the 2003-2004 school year. There is no
Assistant Superintendent or Business Administrator position
at SAU 23 at this time.










SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23 BUDGET
PROJECTED REVENUES 2004 - 2005
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN ASSESSMENT
1 320 Tuition - Frencli Pond $1 84, 1 1
3
1321 Tuition - King Street School $131,325
1325 Tuition -French Pond Summer School $8,400
1950 Itinerants $155,544
1951 Speech/ Language $119,823
1510 Interest $500
5000 Indirect Costs from SAU IDEA Grant $5,000
Use of Fund Balance $49.687
Total Other Revenue Fund I $654,392
1111 DISTRICT ASSESSMENTS $445,877
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES FUND 1 $1,100,269
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUES FUND 2 - GRANTS 236.031
TOTAL SAU BUDGET INCLUDING GRANTS $1,336,300
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #23 PROPOSED BUDGET SUMMARY 2004-2005
2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005
APPROVED APPROVED PROPOSED
DEPARTMENT NUMBER / DESCRIPTION BUDGET BUDGET BUDGET +/-
1 1 00 ITINERANT TEACHERS 75,860 94,668 136,648 41,980
1230 FRENCH POND PROGRAM 174,121 171,607 175,735 4,128
1231 KING STREET PROGRAM ADDED" (funded by tuition) 128,342 128,342
1435 FRENCH POND SUMMER SCHOOL 6,755 6,884 7,076 192
2120 ITINERANT GUIDANCE 18,740 18,103 18,896 793
2150 SPEECH/LANGUAGE 94,432 102,088 113,668 11,580
2159 SPEECH SUMMER SCHOOL 2,992 5,828 6,155 327
2311 SCHOOL BOARD 1,485 1,635 1,635 -
2313 DISTRICT TREASURER 2,438 2,284 2,284 -
2317 AUDIT 2,750 3,045 3,350 305
2318 LEGAL COUNSEL 500 500 500 -
2321 OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 309,046 320,705 334,850 14,145
Salaries and benefits for 6 staff
2330 SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMIN. 107,169 121,090 126,736 5,646
2540 SAU-WIDE PUBLIC RELATIONS 3,100 2,400 2,000 (400)
2620 BUILDING RENT 20,000 20,000 20,000 -
2640 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE & INS. 9,412 8,737 3,780 (4,957)
2810 RESEARCH, PLANNING, DEVELPMT 675 675
2820 NETWORK 1,200 1,212 17,439 16,227
Financial accounting software/network upgraded to WINDOWS
2832 RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING 500 1,000 500 (500)
TOTAL FUND 1 PROPOSED BUDGET 830,500 881,786 1,100,269 218,483
IDEA GRANTS 145,000 192,611 236,031 43,420
TOTAL BUDGET 975,500 1,074,397 1,336,300 261,903
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT COSTS 446,861 445,877 445,877 .




Woodsville Elementary School's NEIAP scores continue to closely
match the state average for Grade 3 In English Language Arts and
Math. The five-year analysis (1998-2003) indicates that there is a
steady decline in the number of children that are scoring in the
Novice category and a steady increase in the number of children that
are scoring in the Proficient and Advanced categories. This analysis
is available at the school upon request.
The 2003 spring standardized test scores from the low/a Test of Basic
Skills taken by all first and second graders establishes the fact that
both grade levels are working well above grade level in all subtests
contained in the mathematics and reading sections of the test.
The New Hampshire State Department of Education has recognized
the WES Reading Recovery Program, under the direction of Karolee
Currier, Lorie Ann Noyes, and Deborah Eaton, for excellence in
implementing the program's instructional strategies. The success
rate of children enrolled and those graduating the program is
excellent. These teachers play a significant role in the development
of young readers at WES.
The summer of 2003 was very busy for the classroom teachers.
There were two committees that were planning and working on
Project Learning Tree activities. One group was responsible for
creating grade level instructional kits for each grade level to use with
its natural science units. Materials were ordered from a grant given
by the Dorr Foundation. The second group started work on a
template or design for integrating our natural science units into our
literacy block Program. Project Learning Tree is playing a major role
in the school's attempt to integrate our Natural Science Curriculum
into our Literacy Block Program. Classroom teachers will attend
Project Learning Tree training sessions throughout the coming year.
There will be a number of workshops that will be open to interested
community members and parent volunteers. It is the school's hope
that many parents will take advantage of these sessions. Substitute
teachers and high school mentors will also be provided PLT training
so that their time will be used to support this school initiative.
The Woodville Elementary School PTA is a very supportive
organization of individuals who give their time and energy to enhance
the educational opportunities for the children of Woodsville
Elementary School. The budget of the WES/PTA is primarily based
on a large fundraiser that it does every fall. The community has
always been generous in its support of the Genevieve Fund Raiser.
The events that follow during the year help to support the goals of the
school and the teachers in reaching these goals. The WES/PTA is
responsible for supporting the Reading Is Fundamental book
distribution. Teacher Mini-Grants, Halloween Party, Christmas Craft
Party, Box Tops for Education, Campbell Soup Labels, special school
assemblies and other sponsored events. The PTA generously
supported our Artist in Residence Program this past year. The
children culminated their year with an outdoor dance presentation that
brought the audience of parents and friends to their feet. They are
also co-sponsoring a summer science camp in association with
Project Learning Tree. The camp will run a week and will involve up
to forty children. The WES/PTA continues to have a positive impact
on every child in grades K-3. The officers of the WES/PTA for the
2003-2004 school year include: Rhonda Abrams, President, Deborah
Cole-Simano, Vice President, Kym Snell, Secretary, and Diane
Ingalls, Treasurer.
Special recognition needs to be given to our professional teachers for
their dedication to the children and their duties. They continue to
perform at a high level of competence. Their ideas and talents have
contributed greatly to the development of programs and student
achievement. WES is also fortunate to have an excellent cadre of
Instructional Assistants who work hand in hand with the classroom
teachers.
Parents and interested community members are encouraged to




HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
homework tutoring, enrichment activities, field trips, daily snacks,
and a late bus.
The 2003-2004 school year opened on August 27, 2003 with 302
students in grades four through eight from Haverhill, Benton, Bath,
and Warren. Several staff changes occurred over the summer.
Mary Michelson and Deborah Walker were hired to teach special
education. Heidi Lucas was reassigned from fourth grade to teach
seventh grade social studies. Kim Border was reassigned from Title
One to teach fourth grade. Carleton Torrey joined the staff as the
new daytime custodian. New instructional assistants include Sharon
Lapham, Eileen LeTourneau, and Tammy Lydon. New after-school
program staff members are Merrill Clarkson and Cathy Natola.
Average class size at the middle school this year is 16. Students in
all grades complete a course of study that requires them to take
math, science, social studies, and English all year long. In addition,
all students complete six-week courses of study in art, computers,
life skills, music, physical education, and technology education.
Band, chonjs, and theater programs involve about a third of all
students. A strong athletic program includes soccer, basketball,
baseball, track and field, and softball for all students vjho want to
participate.
The staff and students of HCMS are grateful for the strong support of
the PTA. Under the leadership of its president, Mark MacDonald, the
PTA continues to support significant improvements at the school.
The PTA's support has helped to make the school's annual soccer
and basketball tournaments a huge success. Each year the PTA
sets aside approximately $6,000 to support special programs here at
the school. Thanks to the PTA, HCMS students enjoy a more
enriching education.
This is the second year of the expanded after-school program.
Funded by a mix of private, state, and federal grant funds, the
program provides daily academic support for approximately 50
students every day after school. The two-hour program provides
Shortly after beginning the school year, the staff learned that HCMS
had been removed from the state's list of schools in need of
improvement. During the 2001-2002 school year, the state had
identified HCMS as a school in need of improvement because of low
scores on statewide assessments. As a result of this identification,
the school was mandated by the state to submit a plan for
Improvement and show acceptable improvement in student
performance over the next two years. Failure to show that
improvement could result in sanctions against the school. I am
pleased to report, however, that the school vi/ill not face these
sanctions because its performance on the statewide assessments
has improved each of the last two years.
One major action step in the improvement plan was to have the
teachers receive specialized training in assessment and instruction
methods. This training, known in the education community as
Understanding by Design, is a model of backwards planning that
strengthens the connection between a teacher's instruction and
assessment practices. During last school year, all teachers
participated in this training and began to implement its principles In
the classroom.
The work required for the training was demanding, not only because
it required a significant investment of time, but also because it
required these teachers to carefully examine their current instruction
and assessment practices. I must commend the teachers for their
courageous professionalism as they opened themselves up to
difficult discussions about what they do every day. I have no doubt
that the improved performance evidenced in these most recent two
rounds of assessments is due to the teachers' efforts to employ the
best professional practices in response to the individual needs of the
students.
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As nice as it is to be removed from the list of schools in need of
improvement, recent accountability legislation, especially President
Bush's No Child Left Behind Act, will require the school to embark on
a cycle of continuous improvement if it Is to continue to meet future
performance benchmarks. The law proscribes ever-higher
performance benchmarks; as a result, the school's currently
adequate perfomiance may not be considered adequate In a couple
of years. This means we still have work to do. We still have an
improvement plan in place and we are continuing to take specific
steps to address already identified weaknesses in reading
comprehension and writing. I look forward to being able to report
continuing successes in the future.
program, the teachers have committed themselves to participate in
an intense series of trainings on how to integrate laptops into their
classrooms.
This is an exciting time to be at HCMS, a school that is making great
strides in improving the quality of its service to the community. The
students and staff of Haverhill Cooperative Middle School are
grateful for the taxpayers' generous support of the middle school's
programs and invite any interested community member to visit the
school and observe its programs. Students receive a strong
education at HCMS because of the town's long-standing, thorough
commitment to its schools. Thank you.
In Novemfc)er, HCMS learned that it has been selected as one of six
schools across the state to participate iri Govemor Benson's
Technology Promoting Student Excellence Pilot Program. Govemor
Benson has created this program in order to demonstrate to the state
legislature the impact of providing students with laptop computers.
He hopes to use the results of this pilot program to convince state
education decision makers to finance a program similar to the one
currently in place in Maine, a state that has already provided all of its
middle school students with laptop computers.
The school was selected from a group of twenty schools that had
been invited to apply. During the applicatbn process, schools were
asked to demonstrate the level of commitment they would make to
the program.
Shortly after the holiday break Governor Craig Benson will be visiting
the school to present the seventh graders with their laptops. The
current seventh graders will be able to use the laptops for the
remainder of this school year. The laptops will stay in seventh grade
for at least three additional school years. The governor's program
will pay for all expenses associated with the laptops during that time.
The teachers are very excited about the opportunities this program
will bring for students. By supporting the school's application for the
Respectfully submitted.
Brent Walker, Principal
Governor Craig Benson at the Haverhill Cooperative Middle School
passing out laptop computers
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE MIDDLE SCHOOL AWARDS
John Dexter Locke Award (most improved student)
Miranda Kinder
Anthony Woodbeck Memorial Award in Math
Katie Shelton
William J. Fillian Memorial Award
Lexie Seace
Phyllis Page Memorial Achievement Award
Elizabeth Newton
James R. Morrill Award
Alyssa Langlois
Howard M. Evans Award for Academic Excellence
Clara Conklin















I am pleased to submit the one hundred and seventh report to the
Town on behalf of Woodsville High School. It has been a great
privilege to work with the children and townspeople of the school
district, and I am quite pleased with the program that the taxpayers of
Haverhill have allowed the school to establish and maintain. The
talented faculty and staff at WHS continues to improve these
programs by participating in district-wide writing workshops and
adapting to the consistent progress we have made with the changes
to our curriculum.
We had to replace only one teaching staff member last year as
longtime science instructor, Pauline Corzilius, left WHS. We were
extremely pleased to hire Adrian Dutkewych to replace Mrs. Corzilius.
Mr. Dutkewych joins us after a couple of years of teaching science at
the Davenport School in Jefferson, New Hampshire.
Woodsville High School continues to be a participating member of
the Foundation for Excellent Schools, and we are currently working
with the Foundation in their new Century Program. This program has
targeted one hundred schools that will each recruit one hundred
students to participate in the program. Through consistent goal
setting, participation in service learning, and increased exposure to
colleges, we plan on improving student achievement and partnering
with local colleges to provide our students with more opportunities.
I would like to recognize several individuals who have consistently
gone above and beyond in their support of Woodsville High School, i
wish to thank Ben Harrington, President of H.P. Cummings
Construction Company, and Walter and Carole Young for their
support through scholarship aid to many of our students in their
pursuit of higher education. I would also like to thank the Woodsville
Area Booster Club for its scholarship support each year.
Many thanks also go to all of the businesses that continually give their
help and support every year for the students in the community. We
continue to appreciate all of the opportunities that the Haverhill
Academy Corporation and its President, Ed Patten, affords us.
Thanks also to Chip and Carol Harris for their continued support each
year and to Jim Walker for all of his community involvement in the
schools.
We at Woodsville High School remain incredibly grateful for all of the
community support that we have received over the years. I assure
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* National Honor Society Members
** Honorary National Honor Society Members












Zachary Greenwood - Kristin Savoy
COMMENCEMENT AWARDS - CLASS OF 2003
Carl Sawyer Memorial Award
Catherine E. Newman Trust
Scholarship








Dr. Robert Colby Campbell
Scholarship Award
Frances E. Wilkins Memorial
Scholarship






















"I Dare You" Danforth
Leadership Award
John Dexter Locke Award
John 0. Keyes
Masonic Memorial Scholarship
Jonathan F. Currier Memorial
Scholarship















Kendall F. Beaton Award
Leslie Lackle, Jr. Memorial Award
Monica Smith
Memorial Scholarship
New Hampshire Chapter Delta
Kappa Gamma Award
New Hampshire Commission On
The Status of Women Award
North Haverhill Girls' Club Award
Odd Fellows & Rebekah's Lodge
Scholarship
Olga Armstrong Memorial Scholarship
Orcutt Achievement Award
Paul P. Tucker Memorial Award
Perley N. Klark Award;
Choral
Instrumental



















Ross Wood Post #20 American
Legion Citizenship Award
Ross Wood Post #20 American
Legbn Auxiliary Citizenship Award




Society of Women Engineers




Steven Holden Memorial Award























Veterans of Foreign Wars Post #5245
Auxiliary Award
Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary
Post#816 of Littleton


















Woodsville Area Booster Club:
Citizens For Scholars Scholarship














W.H.S. Class of 1934
Marjorie Tilton Chamberlin Scholarships
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Advanced A 6% 2%
ProficiBnt P 31% 29%
Basic B 39% 36%
Novice N 23% 31%













































































Advanced A 10% 8%
Proficient P 29% 23%
Basic B 41% 38%
Novice N 19% 31%









HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
































Advanced A 7% 2%
Proficient P 26% 13%
Basic B 41% 54%
Novice N 26% 31%
Not Tested NT 0% 0%
State HCMS
Advanced A 1% 0%
Proficient P 15% 11%
Basic B 41% 39%
Novice N 42% 49%
Not Tested NT 0% 0%
State HCMS
Advanced A 6% 3%
Proficient P 23% 18%
Basic 8 36% 33%
Novice N 35% 46%


































HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT


































Advanced A 6% 1%
Proficient P 21% 24%
Basic B 36% 21%
Novice N 37% 53%
Not Tested NT 0% 0%
State WHS
Advanced A 5% 3%
Proficient P 17% 20%
Basic 8 32% 41%
Novice N 36% 44%
Not Tested NT 0% 0%
State WH§
Advanced A 5% 4%
Proficient P 18% 19%
Basic B 27% 33%
Novice N 50% 44%






















HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Wages Paid Wages Paid
Employes Position 2002-2003 Employee Position 2002-2003
WnratRvllle Elementaiy Schoo Woodsvilie Elementaiy School-continued
ROSAMOND F BAILEY GRADE 3 $46,565.00 JANETSTIMSON KINDERGARTEN $39,950.00
GERALD BAYETTE SUMMER SCHOOL $276.69 CARRIE STODDARD LUNCH ASSISTANT $5,609.03
PAULA BEANE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $10,521.44 KYLEA SUTHERLAND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $11,033.60
^flYRTIE L BECK SPECIAL EDUCATION/SS $27,923.10 UNNfiE WHEELER INSTRUCTION/y. ASSIST/\NT $12,447.19
LINDA M BLAKE GRADE2 $36,275.00 MICHELLE WHITE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $10,395.70
WENDY E BLOCK INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $12,848.47 Haverhill Cooperative Middle School
DEBORAH A BROWN GRADES $39,200.00 LYNN ADAMS INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIST/WT $10,978.10
GAIL CALKINS LITERACY/CURR. DEV. $27,505.00 ANNE-MARIE BALLAM INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $12,716.90
LORI CATE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $2,080.09 RUTHANN BENSON GRADE 7 MATH $36,355.00
AUDREY CLOUGH INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $16,597.38 MARIA BLANCH/\RD INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIST/sj«JT $10,748.71
LESLIE CONNOLLY GRADE 1 $25,970.00 RHONDA BLOOM INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $11,191.71
KAROLEE CURRIER TITLE ONE TEACHER/SS $32,435.00 KIMBERLY BORDER TITLE ONE TEACHER $24,800.00
DEBBIE EATON READING TEACHER $17,395.00 B/«BARA BRASCHE STUDENT ACCOUNT M/SJMAGER $1,608.00
NICOLE M EMERSON INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT/SS $10,632.30 MARY BURNHAM GRADE 7 LANG/ARTS $44,805.00
IRENE FOURNIER INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT/SS $15,100.22 RICHARD CHASE CUSTODIAN $6,764.26
GINAGIUDICI-OAKES GRADE 2/SUMMER SCHOOL $41,852.25 STEPHEN CHERNOCK SPECIAL EDUCATION $43,175.00
THOMAS GOSS GUIDANCE $29,671.00 PHYLLIS A COLBY GRADE 6/CURR. DEVELOPMENT $43,400.00
STUART GRANFF ESL TEACHER SEE HCMS CHRISTINE CONNOLLY SPECIAL EDUCATION $27,451.18
DONNA HART SPECIAL EDUCATION $43,610.00 LINDA COREY STUDENT ACCOUNT MAIvJAGER $5,879.82
CHRISTINA HEBERT SCHOOL SECRETARY $18,447.62 SHIRLEY DAISEY INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIST/WT/BUS DUTY $13,037.46
DEBORAH HILL LUNCH DIRECTOR $8,791.10 SUSAN S DECLUE TITLE ONE TEACHER $41,825.00
ROGER JACKO SPECIAL EDUCATION $27,440.00 RICHARD DICKENSON GRADES $30,520.11
DAVID JAMES PRINCIPAL $67,435.00 CANDIA FLYNN GRADE 6 $29,705.00
PRISCILLA L KINCAID LIBRARY ASSISTANT/SS $11,732.51 KATERI FLYNN /VFTER SCHOOL PROGR/VM $995.31
MARGARET E KLEINFELDER GRADE 1/CURR DEV $44,750.00 JMiET L FOURNIER LIBFRARY ASSIST/\NT/SUMMER SCHOOL $16,352.77
KATHLEEN LABS TITLE ONE INSTRUCTOR $12,163.60 RYANN FRASER INSTRUCTION/M. ASSISTANT $6,575.79
LORRAINE LAMANOWSKI LUNCH DIRECTOR $5,497.84 CHRISTOPHER FRIEL INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $2,135.67
NANCY Lhtlh GRADE 3 $36,275.00 MICHAEL GEORGE CUSTODIAN $7,803.16
SUZANNE MARSHALL INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $1,850.97 SHIRLEY GEORGE SCHOOL SECRETARY $19,058.04
ROBERT B MCCONVILLE PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SS $38,095.45 STUART GRANOFF ESL TEACHER $18,552.98
JOANNE MOORE TITLE ONE TEACHER/CURR. DEV. $34,902.80 DIANNA HAYWARD SCHOOL SECRETARY $20,057.38
NANCY E MUSGRAVE GRADE ^ $45,080.00 NANCY E H/^LETT LUNCH ASSISTANT $13,739.74
LORIEVWN NOYES RE/MDING TEACHER/SS $27,314.05 MICHAEL HELLER MULTI-AGE AT RISK TEACHER $25,535.00
VICTORIA PADOVANI GRADE 2/SUMMER SCHOOL $32,770.54 CONNIE HEMWAY INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $4,949.17
RICHARD PATTEN HEAD CUSTODIAN $34,533.16 DAVID G HEINTZ INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SEE WHS
TAMMY REALI LUNCH DIRECTOR $18.44 BRADLEY HOLLENHORST GRADE 8 MATH $24,800.00
LORNA RENFREW KINDERGARTEN $36,275.00 JEAN E HORNE LUNCH DIRECTOR $16,341.82
JESSICA H RICHARDSON INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIST/\NT $11,300.40 ANDREA IMPEY GRADE 4 $24,800.00
DAVID RIGGIE CUSTODI/W $19,335.95 PAULA L INGERSON SPECI/M. EDUCATION $25,535.00
GELY SALCEDO MUSIC/AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM $1,347.30 MARTHA JENKINS AFTER SCHOOL DIRECTOR $37,743.70
ANN SMITH INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $13,818.75 JAMES M KINDER GUIDANCE $42,931.07
LINDA O SMITH KINDERGARTEN $39,200.00 MARIANNE KLINGLER INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $5,075.51
PATTI A SMITH INSTRUCTION/M. ASSISTANT/SS $12,177.02 EVELYN LAWRENCE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $2,462.14
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HAVERHILL COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Wages Paid Wages Paid
Employee Position 2002-2003 Employee Position 2002-2003
Haverhill Cooperative Middle School-continued WoodsvHIe High School-Continued
SUSAN LEWIS GRADE 7 MATH/SCIENCE $26,270.00 DONNA BALDWIN LIBRARY ASSISTANT/AFTERSCHOOL $11,169.44
KATHY LOCKE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $10,046.65 MARY L BEAUDIN ENGLISH/JOURNALISM $39,200.00
HEIDI LUCAS GRADE 4 $30,931.97 ADRIANNE BL^ilR CHORAL/MUSIC $26,705.00
ROBERT S MACCINI GRADE 7 SOCIAL STUDIES $28,375.00 ANGELA BRIGIDA SOCIAL STUDIES $39,950.00
BARBARA MAY INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $12,113.37 SANDRA CARR INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $7,514.74
PETER MCCLURE TECH ED TEACHER $40,970.00 BONITA CHAINE LUNCH ASSISTANT $8,030.10
ROBERT B MCCONVILLE PHYSICAL EDUCATION SEE WES ANNE CHENEY INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT/SUB. $9,178.07
JAMES MCHUGH AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM $6,156.00 SUSAN CLARK GUIDANCE $39,716.00
SUSAN METZ ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT $3,335.11 BARBARA COBB MATH $39,950.00
ELIZABETH A MORRILL GRADE 8 HISTORY $37,115.00 PAULINE H CORZILIUS SCIENCE $43,610.00
JANETTE NASH AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM $7,824.00 HARVEYW DICKEY CUSTODIAN $29,407.32
SHIRLEY NICOL INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $8,912.76 MARY-BETH DICKEY LUNCH DIRECTOR $18,700.24
JOHN PAGE INSTRUCTIONAL ASST./BUS DUTY $15,721,96 HANS P DIETZ FOREIGN LANGUAGE $49,565.00
ROBIN PAGE INSTRUCTIONAL ASST./BUS DUTY $12,685.09 LAURENCE DUFFY DRIVERS' EDUCATION $26,019.00
KENNETH POIRIER ART $32,885.00 JANINE M ECK SCIENCE $32,585.00
ERIN POWERS AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM $1,230.81 SCOTT EDWARDS TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION/CURR. DEV. $28,310.00
SHARON RAND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $11,463.00 DALE K FEID ART $45,815.00
JAMIELEE RICHARDSON INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $9,583.53 JUDY GREENE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $11,546.84
DOUGLAS RIGGIE CUSTODIAN $894.48 SARAH J GREENWOOD SCIENCE $39,950.00
PATRICK K RIGGIE PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ATHLETIC DIR. $39,777.68 PAULA HAPGOOD INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $13,698.12
MARLENE ROLPH INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $3,528.00 WILLIAM HARL^kND CUSTODIAN $19,623.20
MONICA ROWE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $7,385.62 DAVID G HEINTZ INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC $45,470.00
REGIS M ROY GRADES $46,275.00 CHRISTINE HICKEY ENGLISH $39,200.00
TARA S RUSS GRADE 4 $32,150.00 SYLVIA HOLDEN CONSUMER / FAMILY SCIENCE/HEALTH $38,365.70
JUDITH SAWYER TITLE ONE ASSISTANT $16,729.50 LISA HUNT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $4,849.93
CAROLE SCHUSCHU ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL $52,000.00 PATRICIA W INGERSON LUNCH ASSISTANT $5,598.36
GRETTA J SMITH GRADE 5/BOOK BUDDIES/CUIRR DEV $37,975.00 SHIRLEY INGERSON INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $11,294.38
RICHARD L SMITH CUSTODIAN $26,789.69 SCOTT KELLEY SPECIAL EDUCATION $34,055.00
LLOYD H STEEVES COMPUTER EDUCATION/CURR. DEV. $42,874.93 CAROLE A KENDALL PRINCIPAL SECRETARY $25,491.78
ROBERT STEVENSON VOCAL MUSIC $45,380.00 SHAUNA KIMBALL GUIDANCE $30,432.00
BARBARA J URESKY GRADE 5/SUMMER SCHOOL $48,408.20 BARBARA A KRULEWITZ ENGLISH/MENTORING $41,002.12
STEPHEN WACK AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM $13,950.00 MARC KRULEWITZ MENTORING COORDINATOR $37,323.92
BRENT WALKER PRINCIPAL $66,332,00 BRUCE C UVBS PRINCIPAL $71,026.00
GRETCHEN WEISS GRADES $28,475.00 CINDY LANG ATTENDANCE SECRETARY/SUB $6,880.14
KEVIN WEISS GRADE 8 LANG/ARTS $30,110.00 FRANCIS W LEAFE PHYSICAL EDUCATION $38,890.52
HEATHER WIGHTMAN INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $1,938.02 KATHLEEN A LINDSEY MATH $47,080.00
CATHERINE WILLIAMS INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $5,312.86 LYNN RUSSELL INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $274.96
JOANN WINN LIFE SKILLS $40,235.00 LORI R MACPHERSON SPECIAL EDUCATION $38,431.45
KATHRYN WOHLLEB GRADES $27,065.00 JOANNE C MELANSON BUSINESS/CURR DEV $48,375.00
WoodsvHIe High School SEAN MOYNIHAN ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL $53,560.00
GLENNA ACKERMAN TITLE ONE INSTRUCTOR $28,705.00 JALINE R MUaiKEN MATH/CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT $36,260.00
MICHAEL ACKERMAN PHYSICAL EDUCATION $39,950.00 ADRIENNE NOYES INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $10,428.93
MARYLYN H ALDRICH BUSINESS $40,350.00 ANNE PECKETT INTERPRETER $24,152.85
NANCY ALDRIDGE INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $8,172.62 MICHELLE REAGAN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT $30,606.00
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KENTSRIACH SOCIAL STUDIES/CURR DEV $40,000.00
Other wages paid-continued
JANINE ECK CO-CURRICULAR $360.00
ROBERT SCIANMA SOCIAL STUDIES $33,320.00 DEBRA EBELT SUBSTITUTE $337.05
SCOTT SIMANO SPECIAL EDUCATION $31,850.00 SCOTT EDWARDS CaCURRICULAR $416.12
BRUCE H SIMONDS CI ISTODIAN $22,150,35 JOYCE H EMERY SUBSTITUTE $3,052.50
HILDA F SIMONDS GUIDANCE SECRETARY $16,215.48 MICHAEL EMLEY TUTOR $120.00
CHRISTINE SLACK INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT $10,189.07 DEBRA ENGLISH SUBSTITUTE K531.55
CORACSOMERS SECRETARY $13,763.33 ALVIN FADDEN SCHOOL BOARD $500.00
ELLEN SWAIN COMPUTER EDUCATION/CURR DEV $31,635.00 DALE FADDEN SCHOOL BOARD $500.00
RUTH THOMPSON INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT/SS $11,699.67 KARISSA FADDEN SUBSTITUTE $698.70
JERILYN THURLOW ENGLISH/CURR. DEVELOPMENT $29,402.10 DALE FEID CO-CURRICULAR $2,603.20
DEBORAH S THURSTON LIBRARIAN $39,950.00 JOSEPH P FOLEY CO-CURRICULAR $3,142.53
KATHLEEN VAILLANCOURT FOREIGN LANGUAGE $46,565.00 JANET FOURNIER CO-CURRICULAR $795.55
Other Wages Paid







MICHAEL ACKERMAN CO-CURRICULAR $8,014.60 WILLIAM R GRIMES III CO-CURRICULAR $1,404.50
RYAN ACKERMAN SUBSTITUTE $55.00 PATRICIA HAMMOND CO-CURRICULAR $1,152.57
KAREN ALDRICH SUBSTITUTE $2,683.75 AMIEE HARNDEN SUMMER SCHOOL $2,250.00
MARYLYNALDRICH CO-CURRICULAR $683.00 MARGARET HATCH SCHOOL BOARD $500.00
LEDAAMANATIDIS SUBSTITUTE $727.50 ANTHONY HAYDEN SUBSTITUTE $475.00
SHERRY AMATURE SUBSTITUTE $1,768.60 DIANNA HAYWARD CO-CURRICULAR $154.50
JASON ARNOLD CO-CURRICULftR $1,209.00 GARY HEBERT SUBSTITUTE $101.70
MARY ANNE BALSAM SUBSTITUTE $540.00 DAVID HEINTZ CO-CURRICULAR $592.00
BARBARA BANAHAN SUBSTITUTE $3,647.05 MICHAEL HELLER CO-CURRICULAR $1,877.00
HOLLY BEAM SUBSTITUTE $2,458.90 DEBORA HERRERA SUBSTITUTE $100.00
MARY BEAUDIN CO-CURRICULAR $568.00 CARMEN HENRY SUBSTITUTE $660.00
MICHELLE BEAUDIN SUBSTITUTE $180.00 JACOB HOLDEN SUBSTITUTE $739.00
JUANITA BELYEA SUBSTITUTE $1,625.00 SYLVIA HOLDEN CO-CURRICUL^R .$646.00
ADRIANNE BLAIR CO<;URRICULAR $370.00 BRADLEY HOLLENHORST CO-CURRICULAR $1,938.00
GEORGE BLOOM SUBSTITUTE $8,208.10 KAREN HOOD SUBSTITUTE $342.50
SHAWN BOYD SUBSTITUTE $55.00 SARAH HOPP SUBSTITUTE $1,038.50
RANDALL BRAGDON SUBSTITUTE $154.00 SCOTT KELLEY CaCURRICULAR $641.00
ANGELA BRIGIDA CO-CURRICULAR $446.00 MICHAEL KENNEDY MODERATOR $100.00













BARBARA COBB CO-CURRICULW $480.00 MARCIA G UiiCKIE SUBSTITUTE $2,768.60
PHYLLIS A COLBY CO-CURRICUUVR $2,080.00 JAMES LWG SUBSTITUTE $200.00
DANIEL DAVIS SUBSTITUTE $384.46 FRANCIS LEAFE CO-CURRICULAR $2,461.60
RICHARD DICKENSON CO-CURRICULAR $388.00 SUSAN LEWIS CO-CURRICUU« $154.50
HARVEY DICKEY CCM^URRICULAR $2,870.00 Gl FNN LIBBY CO-CURRICUL^R $2,239.78
MARY DOLE SUBSTITUTE $850.85 KATHLEEN LINDSEY CO-CURRICULAR $676.00
SHELLY DREW SUBSTITUTE $432.85 ANN LOUD CO-CURRICUU« $1,520.57
SUSAN DURF SUBSTITUTE $3,304.65 STEVEN A LOUD CO-CURRICULW $2,306.00
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Other wages paid-continued
ROBERT S MACCINI CO-CURRICULAR $2,732.89
KATHY MACDONALD CO-CURRICULAR $839.00
MARK V MACDONALD SUBSTITUTE $5,351.65
LORI MACPHERSON CO-CURRICULAR $446.00
JEFF MAERDER CO-CURRICULAR $915.00
GRACE MCCARTHY TUTOR $40.00
ROBERT MCCONVILLE CO-CURRICULAR $786.00
JOANNE MELANSON CO-CURRICULAR $875.00
SEAN MOYNIHAN CO-CURRICULAR $370.00
JALINE MULLIKEN CO-CURRICULAR $560,00
DIANNE NOYES SUBSTITUTE $528.05
MARIANNE PREISER SUBSTITUTE $770.00
JOANNE OWEN SUBSTITUTE $2,389.50
HOLLY RENEY SUBSTITLfTE $1,887.30
LEIGH RENEY SUBSTITUTE $5,007.80
TIMOTHY RHOADS SUBSTITUTE $196.32
KENT RIACH CO-CURRICULAR $2,196.00
PATRICK RIGGIE CO-CURRICULAR $3,401.72
DAVID ROBINSON SCHOOL BOARD $500.00
GAIL ROY SUBSTITUTE $761.15
ROBERT L SCIANNA CO-CURRICULAR $716.00
KEVIN R SHELTON SCHOOL BOARD $500.00
CAROL SMITH SCHOOL BOARD CLERK $450.00
GRETTA J SMITH CO-CURRICULAR $1,046.00
ROBERT SMITH CO-CURRICULAR $1,318.00
KERRY STAHLECKER SUBSTITUTE $766.70
LLOYD STEEVES CO-CURRICULAR $290,00
ROBERT STEVENSON CO-CURRICULAR $986.00
BETTY STEWART CO-CURRICULAR $223.94
MARTHA TROTT SUBSTITUTE $278,34
PHILIP TUCKER SCHOOL BOARD $500.00
KATHLEEN VAILLANCOURT CO-CURRICULAR $691.00
JAMES H WALKER III CO-CURRICULAR $2,366.56
GLENDA WELCH SUBSTITUTE $3,737,45
ALAN WILLEY TREASURER $3,300.00
GRAND TOTALS; $4,602,785.97
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2003011916 ELLIOTT, GABRIEL JOHN 02/17/2003
2003002514 SARKIS, OLIVIA PAUL 03/15/2003
2003003085 SMITH, JACQULYN MICHAELLE 03/26/2003
2003003827 DAVIS, GABRIEL LAWRENCE 04/17/2003
















2003004936 PATTEN, XADYN KAIZ 05/15/2003
2003005586 MENDOZA POWERS, ARELIS LYN 05/29/2003
2003005608 PALMER, DANIEL FREDERICK 05/30/2003
2003006213 ABBEY, SARAH NICOLE 06/05/2003
















MOULTON, KAORl ANN 07/08/2003
WALKER, BRENDAN JAMES 07/13/2003
BOUDREAULT. AVA MAE 07/1 7/2003
SMAS, REBACCA WINN 07/25/2003
















SIMMONS, HELEN ANN 08/05/2003
REAGAN, KAYCEE MICHELLE 09/03/2003
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2003009901 YOUNG-XU, LUKE YUAN
2003010344 BLAKE, CONNOR EDSON
2003011022 MACE. TINEKE ELIZABETH





















2003011104 SARGENT, ABIGAIL HALEY
200301 1204 CADREACT, ERIC LEE
200301 1 926 THOMPSON, CARTER RYAN
2003012119 ARNOLD, MARISSAAILEEN





















GONZALEZ, JAYKAN DANIEL 12/17/2003







Total number of records 34
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2003004923 TETREAULT. TIMOTHY J
2003005060 GADWAH, DIANA M
2003005298 BOOMHOWER, BERNICE S.
2003005655 DUCKWORTH, ALMA R.



















































2003006981 CASWELL, CHARLOTTE A
2003007086 PHILLIPS, MARY J,
2003007121 CHAMBERLIN, LEE S
2003007177 PILLSBURY, MILDRED T.





















2003007178 CLEMENT, HELEN M
2003007231 DEFRATES. ELISABETH
2003007382 HAMMOND, RALPH A
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FRANKLIN, HARRY E, 11/16/2003
HOSMER, NORMAA. 11/30/2003
WHITCHER. JOHN C. 1 2/1 3/2003
SHUTE. MARYI. 12/14/2003
















2003009580 TONER, BEULAH M. 12/27/2003
Dargie Mae A 06/03/2003
Rogers Mary Jane 10/26/2003














I hereby certify that the foregoing Vital Statistics are correct, accouding to the best of my knowledge.
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2003001741 MOZEIKA. EDWARD R
2003001860 MOULTON, SCOTT D
2003001958 SMAS. STEVEN E































2003002338 GADWAH. MICHAEL J
2003002519 FENN THOMAS F
2003002615 PAPPAGEORGE THOMAS C
2003002787 PAGE, DANIEL A































2003003247 DALEY. RYAN P
2003003581 BOUTIN. DANIEL J
2003003572 THERIAULT PAULA
































2003004063 IMPEY TERRY R
2003004676 DELLINGER. CHRISTOPHER E
2003004348 LANG STEPHEN G
2003004677 PEREIRA. PHILLIP J

































2003004359 MACCINI. ROBERT S
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NORTH HAVERHILL NH HAVERHILL HOLLIS 09/06/2003
WOODSVILLE NH HAVERHILL WATERVILLE VALLEY 09/27/2003
WOODSVILLE NH HAVERHILL HAVERHILL 09/27/2003
NORTH HAVERHILL,NH HAVERHILL HAVERHILL 09/27/2003
WOODSVILLENH LEBANON LEBANON 09/30/2003
WOODSVILLENH HAVERHILL HAVERHILL 10/10/2003
WHITEFIELD.NH LINCOLN LINCOLN 11/08/2003
WOODSVILLE NH HAVERHILL WOODSVILLE 11/20/2003
WOODSVILLE NH HAVERHILL MONROE 11/22/2003
BEVERLY MA SALEM HAVERHILL 12/05/2003
NORTH HAVERHILL NH HAVERHILL NORTH HAVERHILL 12/24/2003
WEST SEATTLE WA PIERMONT PIERMONT 12/27/2003
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